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Tippit's Movenents 

Tippit™had been shot to death when he and another police officer pursued 
Oswald into the Texas Theater, on a tip, and that Oswald had then been 

Harly news dispatches from Dallas on November 22, 1963 reported that 

Subdued and arrested by other policemen. By the next da » newspapers reported 
that Tippit actually hac been shot and killed some blocks from the theater, rer Sing 
“Westemiieed the cucs Stion of what Tippit, had been ore there, outside of his . oe ne Ne § UNEP 1S neo Meve men assigned district. Weg rer ned a complete mystery, leading to various 
conspiracy theories ievolving the participation of Tippit, until the Warren 
Report was nubl.s! sd. 

The Revort 2: -med o clear up the mystery, telling us that at L245 pm 
the dispat: e . ordered No. 78 (Tippit) to "move into central Oak Clirf 
areal BB 16°, snd that this was show on the police radio log (eS 651}. 
Careful 2. .2y of she radio log and the testimony of various ee wit 

Lt 
s - , 

Me a 
cf 

suggest: ~ at thesé solemn assertions in the Report are jeompiet 
hr. Jizst “ranscript of the police radio log (Sawyer Deposition 1 Exhibit) 

Was pre -.d on secember 3, 1963. An explanatory note indicated that it was 
an edi. -vanssvint, covering only the messages relating to the assassination 
and the >. sting of Tippit but not rowtine police business. But this transeript 
did not include “\ instruction to Tippit at 12.45 to move into central Oak Cliff 
tear nS TOE ina srtably relevant to the Shooting of Tippit. It is logical to 
ass. suck 2 message, if it was actually on the tape recording, would 
have > “ranscribed. 

“8 of early April 1964, the Warren Comission was still trying to find an 
explanation for Tippit's presence on the street where he was shot. Several 
police witnesses were asked to give their opinion as to why Tippit might have 
le“. bis district and moved to that location. Sergeant Owens ( 81), 
Sicutenant Pierce (9MP77), and Sergeant Putnam ( 5) took great pains to 

e for the benefit of the Commission what Tippit's reasoning might 
beo. *oen, in the circumstances, and why he might have used his discretion 
&. I. rted toward the downtown area of the city, via the street where he 
Ve. ct. None of these Witnesses suggested that Tippit had. been sent there; 
on tre contrary, they all considered that he had exercised initiative and take 
a sound decisionsto head for the scene of the assassination. ; ~ 
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. ' The weakness of that theory is obvious. If Tippit had decided on his’ | 
> own to move toward the scene of the assassination, he would have reached that / 

- location in something like the six minutes it took Oswald, according to the a (Mn 
' Report, to make the trip in reverse. instead, Tippit was cruising slowly on f —~y . 

“East LOth Street at 1.16 pm, about four miles away. This objection was not 4 LANE AE Me amen ae 2 nam 

Faised with the three police officers who had offered the theory. 
The Warren Commission next requested and received, at the end of April, 

a verbatim transcript of the police radio log (CE 705). Stilt later, the 
Commission asked the FBito0 prepare a third transcript (CZ 197k), also 

A verbatim, and this was done in August. 
na 

Although Owens, Pierce, Putnam and other police witnesses had suggested 
that Tippit's departure from his district was a normal procedure under the oa 

ae 
prevailin; circumstances, the verbatim transcript of the radio log prepared 
by the Uallas volice (CE 705) nov included an instruction, issued Simultancously 
to Ho. 75 (Tippit) and No. 87 (Nelson) at 12.45, to move into central Cal: Clie. 

Police Chiez Curry was asked on April 22, 196 why that entry had not 
appeared i. the tece mber transcript.- His reply was utterly confused and 

Fad Curry,’ one of the officials responsible for the 2 J3 . ‘ 

almost in 

safety -~ ‘resident in Dallas, was in complete disarray and #ereti" > emg. te 
improvi ed BE enswers to this important question---at one point even 

& o o> as 5O suggest that Tippit had moved out of his district to 
search for his om murderex{l) Cit 192) tH rz , 

m Curry's first reply to the omission of the Tinpit instruction in the December 
transcript was ES 

? 
> it was very difficult to hear everything clearly, that his 

e 
men had scent many hours replaying the recording and copying dom. the messages 

and brat he had himself heard the recording and could vouch for 
exchan ‘2x’ 

Z 
the corms . vness of the second transcript(4l Wl, una reply, of course, for 
if the . ..:ruction to Tippit could be heard for purposes of the second 
transcript, it should have been audible also for the first transcript. 

ubier counsel J. Lee Rankin, perhaps anticipating such an oojection, rescued 
Curry by asking helpfully if the’ entry mirsht not have been omitted from the . 
December transcript for reasons of brevity, as were other routine messages 
according to the explenatory note on the document. Curry hastened to agree 
(LH 165-166). But we have already pointed out that the instruction to Tippit 

s fundamental to the events of his murder and could not rationally be 
considered as "routine." 
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m 
feel suspicious when this crucial message is onitted 

a O% transcript and suddenly appears in the second one, 
and when the various explanations civen by Curry and the other police witnesses 
are unconvincin: or absurd. Careful study of the verbatin transcripts intensifies 
the suspicion that *ivpit was not instructed to move into central Oak Cliff, nor 
do so on his owm jucmment within normal police procedure. If we assune that 

truction to Tippit and Helson was authentic, we must ask why the 
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dispatcher singled out these two officers for special and baffling treatment. 
They were the only officers contacted by the dispatcher with instructions 
unrelated to the assassination and lacking any other apparent purpose. 
WaS no oreach of lew and order in central Oak Cliff and no strategic reason 

inx men there in the aftermath of the assassination, which occured four 
ye As it turned out ultimately, a Depository employee was missing 
suspicion, and had gone to his rooming house in Oak Cliff. But there 

Was wu ‘ie, for whe dispatcher or Tippit to kmow that at 12.45 pm, when Oswald's 
absence “2c not even been noticed and when his Oak Cliff address was not known 
by pis wifes or “uth “aine, much less the Dallas police. It would be an 

\5 inorgdible coincide enee if the dispatcher nevertheless: sent two officers closer 
\ te oo alts roosting house, at-random, or if Tippit went on his own. 

NN the instruction to Tippit and Nelson was given, according to the radio %, ye . 2 at 
3 

los minutes after the President was shot. There was an unprecedented 
tad 

z 
State oFenergency, a frenzy of police activity centered at the Depository or 

‘Parkland Hosoital, and so much traffic jammed the police radio that 
- 3 

£ 

officers bac to wait their turn to get through to the dispatcher with urgent 
messares. The dispatcher had already sent out a general order for all 

+
e
 dovmtorrmn squads to proceed to the Depository. Aside from Tippit and Nelson, 

the cispatcher did not contact any specific squad cars nor give any seneral 
orcer to men in the outlying districts to move elsewhere. Yet, in the midst 
of all this consternation, we are asked to believe that he took the time to 
call Tiopit and Melson and gave them orders which make no sense whatever. 

The Narren Commission was not curious about that and did not question the 
dispatcher about his reasons for giving those orders, despite the suspicious 

* oi rounstances that already surrounded the radio log. Such an explanation was 
all the more necessary since the radio log shows that officers from the outermost 
Giv Lets who called the dispatcher to ask if there was anything they could do 
Wess: a to proceed to the Depository—-~even though in some cases they were 
Sa2  ocs distant from that location than. Tippl or Nelson. OStees 

ue Tee it Cc? 250. 



“ven stranger is the fact that Nelson, who was told st the same time as 
T ippit to move into central Oak { Cliff, according to the radio log, is next 
heard from about 1.30 pm, at the Denosit cory---as if he had never received or 
acknowledged the 12.45 instruction. ‘he dispatcher raised no auestion about 

Sug ggests Relson's seeming disrerard for an order. This in itself. x that 
Helson never received such an order, nor Tippit; and the logic of that conclusion 
is confirmed in a police report on another matter (ox 26L5), which states that 
afver the assassination ‘Jelson was dispatched to the Depository, where he 
remained on guard in front of the building for the rest of the afternoon! 

It is not merely implicit in the radio log that the so-called instruction to 
fippit and Nelson at 12.45 is fraudulent---it is actually confirmed in a 
different police report that Nelson was not sent to Oak Cliff. Inferentially, 

neither was Tippit. 

According to the radio log, however, m 
i fippit was not only sent there but fe 

remained the object o extraordinary solicitude. At 12.5, rine minutes after 
the instruction vas ae the dispatcher called d Tippit again to as 
location. that he was in Sak ‘Cliff, as “instructed, at 2 

Lancaster and oth. she dispatcher, with some prescience, then told him 
to "be a”. “arge for any emergency that comes in. If.one imagines the existin 
State of .mergency at that moment, less than half an hour after the President 
was snot, “ne axiomatic reminder from the dispatcher to Tippit is bizarre, 
ee anc absolutely implausible. Ti ippit was no trainee, he was a man 
rith ten >sars of experience on the Dallas police force. Why was the dis- 
patch rer Pus ssing over him, and him alone? if that is an eT ine 

authentic message, it must mean something more than meets the eye. There is 
x thas no other rational explanation for the dispatcher, to single out the officer 

who was ~sout te be shot to death in an unpredictible encounter with the 

suspect “the assassination, as the Warren Commission would have us believe. _ TO we EO vee 
a LS S_not_enoush, the next relevant entry leaves little room for 

linge: © doubt about the Spurious nature of the 12.45 and 12.5) messages. 
Betwee: 1 and 1.91 uu. the same dispatcher who ostensibly svoke to Tippit 
less then oe % minutes before and knew.that he was at Lancaster and 8th 
Sisnalled pit again because he needed a squad car to pick up blood and 
rush it to Parldand Hospital. The radio log shows that he was looking 
for the squad car nearest to the blood bank. But the blood bank was in 
the 2000 block of Commerce St ureet, about five miles away from Tippit's 
supposed location. “hy should the dispatcher have expected Tippit to be 
near the blood bank if the 12.h5 and 12.5) messages were authentic? 
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The Warren Commission was duty bound to ren if it was 
prepared to overlook the other anomalies. But the dispatcher was not questioned. - ; COACH M, . Tipolt did not reply to the dispatcner'! si sical at uhere was he then? 
“hy didn't he answer? Let us look at the testino ony of Harry Olsen, the Dallas 
policeman who wes “engared to a strip-tease dancer from the Carousel Club, Kay 
Coleman. The two of then spent an hour or more in conversation with Ruby during 1 the 4 S5¢85 tu From y 

chtully described in the Warren Report, and were involved in 
1 TE sas fa 

. speculation chav, aby was instigated to shoot Oswald by the Dallas police. 
The “eport does not, however, indicate Olsen's interesting testimony on mis 

whereabouss at the time of the assassination. “hen he was questioned on 

August 6, 1961, Olsen told counsel Arlen Specter that he had been doing an 
—_ . as a substitute for 
£ duty, guarding an estate & ana # 2 motorcycle con 

SN 

Pal Textral sob whils of 

who was .s:igsned to the President's motorcade. Olsen unfortunately did not 

remenber the nance of the motorcycle cop and there is no indication that the 

Warren Covuission attemoted to establish hi tity. Where was the estate? 

Lt was on Oth Street in Oak Cliff, about two blocks from Stemmons. 
In other cords, it was at or near to Lancaster and 8th, the location fron 
which “! it revorted at 12.5h. Where was Olsen at that time? He testified 

that i: learned stout the assassination when he answered a telephone call 

inten 2 ws th. onrer of the estate, and had then cone outside and exchanged 3 S 

COM: verrible event with passers-by (1H 629). Olsen, then, 
was 2.0: Plight place at the right time to encounter Tippit, With whom. he was 

admit bed: acquainted, if Tippit was really whére he said he was. Covnsel 
. Specter, ‘ith the acuteness of a pregnant turtle, did not even ask Olsen if 

he had in fact seen Tippit or spoken to hin, perhaps at 1 o'clock, when 

failed to reply to the dispatcher's signal: 

it is instructive also to study the testimony of Earlene Roberts, housekexper 
the rooming house on North Beckley treet. She said that at about 1 o ‘clock, 

CUT AD, Os -sld's hasty visit to his room, a police car pulled up to the house, 
sounded =: , orn, and drove away slowly (6H Wh3-hih). She was confused about 
lie phen on thas police car and gave several different versions, in some 

"“svences suggesting that it had three digits, the first a "one" and the second 
zero." Tippit's car was No. 10. Another; coincidence? . investigation 

“led to turn up any squad car that stopped there or any officer who admitted 
-%oine there. . Tippit, who did not reply to a l‘o'clock Signal, cannot be 
cuestioned,. f 
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According to the first verbatim transofipt of the radio log (GE 705 
page 17) the dispatcher signailed no. 74 (Tippit) again at 1.08 pm, again 
without ay reply by Tippit Where was Tippit at 1.08? why dida't he 

auswer the dispatcher's call? 

t this point, we have a total of four calls to Tippit by the dispatcher 

during the 23 mi:uutes which elapsed between 12.45 and 1:08 pm, the last two _ 
Tes 

. 

of which, Pewaiued unaaiuswered. A seemingly umimportait, undistinguished 

patrolman who had never advaiced beyond that rank in tea years, statioued 

in a district far from the scene of paudemonium, is called repeatedly 

by the dispatcher, for uo apparent reason during a period of unprecedeited 

police emergeiucy and peak radio traffic-—-aee the Warren Commission sees 

nothing strange ® ‘Tippit » Supposedly cruising in central Oak Cliff 

"at .arge for auy emergency,” is not in his car at 1 pm or 1.08. Where 

Was s¢? Why had he left his car? If he was ou legitimate police business, 

no citizen has reported aiiy coiutact with Tippit at those times. 

Proceediug iu the radio log, we come now to perhaps the most extraordinary 

ol the Tippit eutries. At 1.16 or 1.18 a citizen’broke in oa the police radio 

to reort the shooting of an officer at yO4 East loth Street (which lies in 

district No. 91). According to all three versions of the radio log, the 

dispatcher immediately began to call No. 76 (Tippit) agaiu—-before ti 

citizen even meutioued the uumber of the murdered officer's squad c 

Tippit, ostensibly pulled out of his own district. No. 78 > reported at 

12.54 giving a location which lies within district No. 109. He was shot 

Luside Ses ey 71, where the assigned officer (Mentzel) was resemh 
in S 3 Care 

Su GUE, The dispatcher, receiving a citizen's report of a shooting, A 

at once signalled Tippit instead of the assigned officer, No. 91 (Mentzel), 

without any knowi reasou for thiuking that Tippit was the officer who had 

been shot or any kuown reasou for thinking that Tippit was the closest oue 

to the scene of the shooting. - 

2 : aa 2 

1/ The FBI trauscript (CE 1974 page 48) shows this signal as addressed to 
~ "No. 488" and indicates that the sound was garbled. As there appears to{ | 
be uo reference elsewhere in the radio log to a "No. 488" it seems likely, 
that the first verbatim transcript correctly ideimtified this signal as 

Kee 
a 

_ directed to Tippit. : eee AR RENNIN... ~t ted to Thprity =o SS 
? / The first verbatim trauscript, prepared by the Dallas police, interpolates” 

a . een 

sana 
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‘ leadiug to Tippit's preseuce at the location where he was shot to death 

Nowe of these peculiar and suspicious transactious has beeu noted or 

investigated ody the Warrei Commission, according to the available records. 

we cau ouly regard this as a most iuexcusabie segligence. If the 

Commissiou did notice and investigate the series of uuusual and inexplicable 

calls to Tippit, the results have been concealed. In either case, the 

assertious iu the Report that everything was innocent and routine are 

grossly misleading. It is inescapable from the eutries in the radio log 

that Tippit was ou claudéstiue business, on his own behalf or. on 

instructious from his superiors, aud that the truth about the circumstances 

has beeiu covered up by some authoritys/ 

 _ertie AO uot accept the assertioi in the Warren Report that Tippit was 

instructed as a matter of normal police routine to move into central Oak 

Cliff, aud we question the authenticity of the 12.45 entry in the radio 

log, for the following reasous: 

(1) The first trauscript of the radio log did not 

include the 12.45 instruction to Tippit and police 

witaesses in April 1964 were still suggesting that 

Tippit had acted ou his own-iitiative in leaving his 

assigned district. 
ft A. g bert 

(2)° Officers from the outermost districts were sert to 

tine Depository. 

(3) No other districts received orders corresponding 

to those allegediy given to No.78 (Tippit) and No. 87 

(Nelsou). 

Nts, 

“a parenthetical iiudication of background noises in which "No. 78 aud 
"car pet 10" could be heard (CE 705 page 19), suggesting that refereuces 
to Uppit's code number preceded the dispatcher's signals to No. 78. 
The (reference to background noises is not included in the FBI transcript, 
which like the first. police trauscript (Sawyer Exhibits) indicates that 
th dispatcher begau to signal Tippit. before auy reference by the citizen 
to Qis*‘car number. The entry indicating background noises is also suspect, 
becatse 0 oe at the scene could have known that Tippit was No. .76. 

meena errncmeneptce macnn 
cece Aa TORmtP ta tniAsenenntncn ta RTE 
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(i) Nelsou's actual movements suggest that he never 
received the 12.45 iustraction to move into central — 
Oak Cliff; according to another potice report, he was 
assigued to the Depository. 

.(5) . The dispatcher tried io coutact Tippit at 1 pm 
for aii apparent purpose which is completely Luconsisteit 
with the autheuticity of the 12.h5 and 12.54 messages. 

(6) Tippivs failure to respond to signals at 1 pm 
aud 1.08 remains unexplained. 

(7) The dispatcher's signals to Tippit after the citizen's 
Cali, without aly reason to believe that Tippit was in the 
district and before there was any indication that Tippit was 
the victin, remains uuexplained and points to clandestine a 
activities on Tippit's part which, if confirmed, nullify 
the official theory of his murder. 
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The weakness of that theory is obvious. If Tippit had decided on his 

Per So ove toward the scene of the assassination, he would have reached tet. Pre 
| Vipets 4 

Report, to make aon trip in reverse. instead, Tippit was cruising slowly on 
Mm. : . sae East loth Street Bans Cee he about four miles xray. This objection vas. not 

Bry . . . . : . 
n something like the six minutes it took Oswald, according to. the 

raised with the three police officers who had offered the theory. 

“The Warren Commission next requested and received, at the end of April, 

a verbatim transcript of the police radio log (CE 705). Still later, the 1 

Commission askad the PRE to prepare a third transcript (CH 197h), 

verbatim, and ‘is was done in Augwst. 

Altho.gh Uvens, Pliorce, Putnam and other police witnesses had susgested 

that Tippit's dopartere from bis district was a normal procedure under the 

prevailing circumstances, the verbatim Sranscript of bbe radio log prepared 
exp li'e,’ 

by the Sallas solice (CE 705) now included an ivstruction, issued simultancously 
to Ho. 7é (Tipoith and No. 87 (Nelson} at 12.15, to move into central Qak Cliff. 2 hai 3 

y Police Chief Curry was asked on April aa L96h why that entry had not 

appeared in the December transcript. s utterly confused nd 

almost incoherent. is) " -sficials responsible fax the: 

safety of the President in ete disarray and merely 

improvis-ed $s enswers to Lon---at one point even 

going so rar as to suggest that Tippit had moved ot of his district to 
search for his own murderer! (MH 192) 

Curry's first reply to the omission of the Tipvit instruction in the Secember + 

transcript was that it was very difficult to hear everything clearly, that his 

men had stent meay hours replaying the recording and copying dorm the messages 

exchanved, and that he had himself heard the re ording and could vouch for 

the corr’ :tness of the second transeript\4 bsurd reply, of course, for 

Piopit could be heard for ourposes of the second 

have been audible elso for the first transcript. 

vhie? counsel J. Lee Rankin, perhaps anticivating such an Objection, rescued 

Curry by asking helpfully if the entry might not heave been omitted fror. the re a => x . of 

anscript for reasons of brevity, as were other routine mess ry Jd? 
r 

ing to the explanatory note on the document. vary hastened to ag 

) 

was fundamental to the events of his murder and could not rationally he 
. ' . 

consicered as "routine." 
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a] 
: Je are entitled to feel suspicious when this crucial message is omitted 

from the first radio log transcript and suddenly appears in the second one, 
‘and. when the varLous explanations’ given by Curry and the other police witnesses 
are unconvincins or absurd. Careful study of the verbatim transcripts intensifies 
the suspicion that Tippit was not instructed to move into central Oak Clif ff, nor 
do so on his own judgnent within normal police procedure. If we assume that 
the instruction to Tippit and Nelson wes authentic, we must ask why the . 

diisvatcher sing led out these two officers for special and baffling treatment. 
They were the only officers contacted by. the dispatcher with instructions 
unrelated to th: assassination and lacking any other apparent x purpose. There 
was ‘no breach of lew and order in central Jak Cliff and no strategic reason 
fot sendiny men there in the aftermath of + he assassination, which occure <a four 
miles awey. As it turned out ultimately, a vepository employee was missing 
and under’ suspicion, and had gone to his roominy house in Oak Cliff. Sut there 
Was no wey for ire disvatcher or Tippit to know that at 12.))5 pm, when Oswald's 
absence Pnd not zven been noticed and when ‘his ‘Oak Cliff address was not mor 
by his wife-or “sth Paine, much less the Lallas police. It- would be en a 

a 

incredible coiz: idence if the dispatcher nevertheless sent two officers closer 
to Oswala'. roc ius house, at-random, or if Tivpit went on his on 

Tre ° strecbion to Tippit and Nelson was given, according to the radio 

t cre Was an unprecedented’ 
state of ....ergency, a frenzy of police activity centered: at the Depository or 
at Parkla.. Hosoital, and so much traffic jammed the police radio that 
officers “ad to wait their turn to get through to the dispatcher with urgent 
messages. The dispatcher had already sent out a general order for all 
owntown squads to proceed to the Depository. Aside from Pippit and Nelson, 

Py not contact any specific squad cars nor give any general 
the disp 

order to “cn outlying districts to move elsewhere. Yet, in the midst 
of all “cls consternation, we are asked to believe that he took the tine to 
all 

“he varren Comission was not curious about that and did not question the 

spit and Melson and gave them orders which make no sense whatever. 

dissatcher about his reasons for giving those orders, despite the suspicious 
circumstances that already surrounded the radio log. Such an explanation was 
all the more necessary since the radio Log shows that officers from the outermost 
Gistricts who called the dispatcher to ask if there was anything they could do 
were “old to proceed to the Depository~--even though in some cases they were 

L, sav vee distant from that Location than Tippit or Nelson. 

250.



Pad Hven stranger is the fact that Nelson, who was told at the same bime as 

CtEpst to move into central Oak Cliff, according to the radio log, is next 

heard from about 1.30 pm, at the Depository-—-as if ke had never received ‘or 
fry, acknowledged the 12.45 instruction. the dispatcher raised no eats about’ 

Nelson's seeming disrepard for an order. This in its self, prsshiosrse that 
Nelson never received such an order, nor Tippit; and the logic of that conclusion - 

is confirmed in a police report on another matter (CE 26L5), which states’ that 
aL ter the assassination : Nelson was dispatched to the Depos sltory, where he 

remained on guard in front of the building for the rest of the’ afternoon! 

It is not merely implicit in the radio log that the so-called instruction to’ 
Tinpit and Nelson at 12.5 is fraudvlent--~it is.actwally confirmed in a 
different police report that Nelson was not sent, to Oak Cliff. Inferentially, 

neither was Tippit. ; oo ot, 
According to the radio log, however, Tippit was not only. sent ‘there but. fie’ 

remained the object of extraordinary solicitude. . At 12.5h, nine minutes after . 
the instruction was issued, the dispatcher : 

PF 

ca 

pelt replied that he was in Oak Cliff, as instructed, at 
location. 23 G u 

Lancaster and 8th. The dispatcher, with some prescience, then told him 
to "be “yy emergency that comes in." If-one imagines the existi 
state of that moment, less than half an hour after the Presiden 

was shot. ic reminder from the dispatcher to Tippit is bizarre, 

ludicrous, and absolutely implausible. Tippit was no trainee, he wes a man 
with ten ars of exoerience on the Dallas police force. Why was the dis- 
patcher fussing over him, and him alone? If that is an ° 

authentic nessaze, it must mean something more than meets the eye. There is 
no other rational explanation for the dispatcher, 5 Single out the officer " 
who was about to be shot to death in an unpredi ctible encounter with the 
suspect in the assassination, as the Warren Commis sion would have us believe 

ff this is not enough, the next relevant entry leaves little room for 
lingerins doubt about the spurious nature of the 12.45 and 12.54 messages. 
Between 1 and 1.01 pm the same dispatcher who ostensibly spoke to Tippit 
less then eight minutes before and kmew that he was at Lancaster and 6th 
Signalled Tippit again because he needed a Squad car to pick up blood and 
rush it to Parkland Hospital. The radio log shows that he was lookin is i B 

ry
 or the squad car nearest to the blood bank. But the blood bank was in 

the 2000 block of Commerce Street, about five miles away from Tippit's 
supposed location. “why should the dispatcher have expected Tippit to be 
near the blood bank if the 12.45 and 12.5) messages were authentic? 

251.



The warren Commission was duty bound to ask that question, even if it was 

prepared to overlook the other anomalies. But the dispatcher was not cuestioned. 
=m >: fippit did not reply to the dispatcher's sirnal at lpm. ‘Where was he then? 

+ why didn't he answer? Let us look at the testimony of Harry Olsen, tine Dallas 

policeman who wes Nengaged® tO a strip-tcase dancer from the Carousel Club, May 

Coleman. _ The TAT0 of open spent an hour or more in conversation with Nuoy during 

the night, as deithiy) iy aescribed in the Varren Report, and were involved : in gl Cad ogo ia yt . 
speculation that, “aby was instigated to shoot Oswald by the Dallas police 

The Report dees not, soiever, 4 indicate Olsen's interesting testimony on nis 

whereabouts at she time of the assassination. © “hen he was questi oned on 

August 6, 196, Olsen told counsel Arlen Specter that he had been doing an 
. . ~ la . as a_ substitute for 
"extra" job while off duty, sardine an estate, OOK A motorcycle cop 

\ 
o the President's motorcade. Olsen unfortunately did nob- mno.wWas assiened t 

remenber the name of the motoreycle cop end there is no indication that the 

Warren Commission attemoted to establish nis identity. Where was the estate? 

cs Olsen said it wns on Sth Street in Oak Cliff, about two blocks from Stemmons. 

at or near to Lancaster and 8th, the location from 

resorted at 12.54. here was Olsen at that time? He testified | 

that ne ro. carried agbout the assassinsbion when he answered a teleshone call 

intended for tec owner of the estate, and had then gone outside and exchanged 

comme::ts spout the terrible event with passers-by (14H 629}. Olsen, then, 

vrignt place at the right time to encounter Tippit, with whom he was 

acqu einted, if Tippit was really where he said he was. Counsel 

Specter, with the acuteness of a pregnant turtle, did not even ask Olsen if 

ct scen Tippit or spoken to him, perhaps at 1 o'clock, when Tinpit 

failed to repl: to the dispatcher! s signal. ) 

~v is inst-uctive also to study the testimony of Earlene Roberts, housekeeper 

av the rooming house on North Beckley Street. She said that at about 1 o'clock, 

Gurine Oswald's hasty visit to his room, a police car pulled up to the house, 

sounded its horn, and drove away slowly. (6H l)3-luh). She was confused about 

the maumber on that police car and gave several different versions, in some 

instances suggesting that it had three digits, : “the first a "one" and the second Py . 1 , . 

a "zero." | Tippit's car was No. 10. Another, coincidence? Investigation 

faiicd to turn up any squad car that stopped th xere or any officer who admitted 

stopping there. Tippit, who did not reply to a l-o'clock Signal, cannot-be 

questioned. - 
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_ Accordiug to the first verbatim transcript of the radio log (CE 705 —— 

page 17) the dispatcher signailed No. 7% (T ippit) again at 1.08 pm, again 

without auy reply by nippit .2/ Where was Tippit at 1.08? Why didn't he 

‘auswer the dispatcher's call? 

At this point, we have a total of four calls to Tippit by the dispatcher 

during the 23 mi:mtes which elapsed between 12.45 aid 1.08 pm, the last two 
ox 

of whiclis renei aed uuauswered. A seemingly unimportaut, undis tinguished 

patrolmau who had never advaiced beyond that rauk in ten years, statiouiied 

iu a district far from the scene of pa:udemonium, is called repeatedly 

by the dispatcher, for uo apparent reason, during a period of umprecedented 

police emergeicy aid peak radio traffic--—-aid the Warren Commission sees 

nothing strange! Tippit » Supposedly cruising in cerntral Oak Cliff 

Nat large for any emergency, is not in his car at 1 pm or 1.08. Yihere 

was ne? Why had he left his car? If he was oi legitimate police business, 

no citizen has reported any coiutact with Tippit at those times. 

Proceeding in the radio log, we come now to perhaps the most extraordinary 

of the Tippit eitries. At 1.10 or 1.18 a citizen broke in on the police radio . 

to report the shooting of an officer at 404 Hast loth Street (which lies da 

district No. 91). According to all three versious of the radio log, the | 

dispatcher immediately began to call No. 7% (Tippit) agaiu---before the 

citize.i even meutioued the iwmber of the murdered officer's squad car.& 

Tippit, ostensibly pulled out of his owu district No. 78, reported at. 

12.54 giving a location which lies within district No. 109. He was shot 

liuside eset Mey No. cae, Where the assigned officer (Mentzel) was reser 

On duty, The dispatcher, receiving a citizen's report of a shooting, we 

at once Signalled Tippit instead of the assigned officer, No. 91 (Mentzel), 

without ary know reasou for thinking that Tippit was the officer who had 

been shot or any known reasou for thinking that Tippit was the closest oue 

to the scene of the shooting. 

1/ The FBI trauscript (CE 1974 page 4¥) shows this sigual as addressed to 
~ #No. 488 and indicates that the sound was garbled. As there appears to 

be no reference elswwhere in the radio log to a "No. 488" it seems likely 
that the first verbatim transcript correctly identified this signal as 
directed to Tippit. , 

2/ 
The first verbatim traiuscript, prepared by the Dallas police, interpolates 
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Nowe of these peculiar and suspicious transactious has beeu noted or 

investigated by the Warren Commissiou, according to the available records. | el 
We cau ouly regard this as a most inexcusabie uegzii gence. If the 

Commission did uotice and investigate the series of wumsual and inexplicable 

calls to Tippit, the results have been concealed. in either case, the 
assertions in the Report that everything was innocent and routine are 

srossly misleading. “It is inescapable from the eiutries in the radio log 

that Tippit was ou claudestiue business, on his own behalf or on 

iastructious from his superiors, aud that the truth about the circumstances 

leadiug to Tippit's preseuce at the location where he was shot to death 

has beeu covered up py some authority. 

we do uot accept the assertion in the Warren Report that Tippit was 

instructed as a matter of normal police routine to move into central Oak 

Ciiff, aud we question the authenticity of the 12.45 entry in the radio 

log, for the following reasons: 

(1} The first trauscript of the radio jog did not 

include the 12.45 instruction to Tippit and police 

wituesses iu April 1964 were still suggesting that 

Tippit had acted ou his own initiative in leaving his 

assigned district. 

(2) Officers from the outermost districts were sent to 

the Depository. 

(3) No other districts received orders corresponding 

to those allegedly given to No.78 (Tippit) and No. 87 

(Nelsous) . 

2 pare:thetical indication of background noises in which WNo. 78" aud 
"car 0. 10" could be heard (CE 705 page 19), suggestiug that refereuces 
to Tippit's code number preceded the dispatcher's signals to No. 78. 
The reference to vackground noises is not included in the FBI transcript, 
which like the first police trauscript (Sawyer Exhibits). indicates that 
the dispatcher begau to signal Tippit before auy reference by the citizeu 
to his car-number.. The entry indicating background noises is also suspect, because no one at the scene could have known that Tippit was No. 78. 
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(4) Nelsouts actual movements suggest that he uever 
received the 12. 45 instruction to move iuto central 
Vak Cliff; accordiug to another police report, he was of, aT a ateheet 
Aatiemmed to the Depository. 

(5) The dispatcher tried to coutact Tippit at 1 pm 
for an appareut purpose which is completely inconsistent 
witn the autheuticity of the 12.15 aud 12.54 messages. 

a (6) Tippivs faiture to respond to signals at 1 pm 
aud 1.08 remains unexplained. 

_ (7) The dispatcher's Siguals to Tippit after the citizeu's 
Cail, without any reason to believe that Disa et was in the 
district and before there was any indication that SU Was 
the victim, remains uuexplained and points to clandestine 
activities on Tippit's part,yitiliaige TP coufirmed, nullify — 
the official theory of his murder, 

, 
these. Betivities 
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Tippit's Movencnts 

Early news dispatches from Dallas on November 22, 1963 reported that 

Tippit had been shot to death when he and another police officer pursued 

‘Oswald into the Texas Theater, on a tip, and that Oswald had then been 

subdued and arrested by other policemen, By the next day, newspapers reported’ 

that Tippit actually had been shot and killed some blocks from the theater. 

That raised the question of what Tippit had been doing there, outside of his 

assigned district. This renained a complete mystery, leading to various 

‘con nspiracy theories involving the participation of Tippit, until the Warren 

Report was published. 

The Report scemed to clear up the mystery, telling us that at 12 

the di spatcher had ordered Mo. 78 (Tippit) to "move into central Oak Cliff _ 

area" (pare 165) and that this was show on the ‘police radio log (page 651).- 

Careful study of the radio log and the testimony of various police witnesses 

suggests that these solemn assertions in the Report are complete hogwash. 

The first transcript of the police radio log (Sawyer Deposition Exhibit) 

was prepared on December 3, 1963. An expla anatory note indicated that it was 
Pr 

an edited transcript, covering only the mes sages relating to the assassination 
ec 

and the ‘shootin: of Tippit but not routine police business. But this transcript 

‘did not include en instruction to Tippit at 12.5 to move into cen tral Oak Clift | 

-~~a message indisputably relevant to the shooting of Tippit. It is logical to 

h assume that such a message, if it was actually on the tape recordings would 

have been transcribed. ~ 

As of early April 196k, the Warren Commis sion was still trying to find an 

explanation for Tippit's presence on the street where he was shot. Several 

police witnesses were asked to give their opinion as to why Tippit might have 

left his district and moved to that location. Sergeant Owens (7H 81), 
Lieutenant Pierce (7H 77); and Sergeant Putnan (7H 75) took great pains to 

“hypothesize for the benefit of the Conmi 3sion what Tippit's reasoning might 

. have been, in the circumstances, and why he » might have used his discretion 

. and started toward the downtown area of ‘the city, via the strect where he 

was shot. None of these witnesses suggested that Tippit had been sent theres 

on the contrary, they all considered that he had exercised initiative and taken 

a Sound. Gecisionsto head for the scone of the assassination. 
eee anttiliinen  na ed 



The weakness of that theory is obvious. If Tippit had decided on his 
*m to move toward the scene of the assassination, ‘he would have reached that 

location in Soncthing like the six minutes it took Oswald, according to the 
Report, to make the trip in reverse. instead, Tippit was cruising slowly on 
East 10th Strect at 1.15 pn, about four miles away. This objection was not 
raised with the three ; police officers who had offered the theory. 

The Warren Commission next requested and received, at the end of April, 
a verbatin transcript of the police radis log (CE 705), Still later, the 
Commission asked the FBI to prepare a third transcript (CE 197h) ; also 
verbatim, and this was done in Auswst. 

. Although Owens, Pierce, Putnen and other police witnesses had surgested 
th at Tippit's departure from his district was a normal procedure under the 

) prevailing circumstances, the verbatin transcript of the radio log prepared 

by the Dallas volice (CE 705) now includad an instruction, issued simul taneously 

to Ho. 76 (Sinpit) and No. 87 (Nelson) at 12.45, to move into central Oak Cliff, 
Police Chief Curry was asked on April 22%; 1964 way that entry had nob 

appeared in the December transcript. kis reply was utterly confused and 
2 _ almost incoherent. Obviously Curry, one of the officials responsible for the 

safety of the President in Dallas, was in complete disarray and nerely 

improvising his ansvers to this important question—~at one point even 

going so far as to suggest that Tippit had moved out of his district to | 
search for the man who had shot hin! (Tippit!) (4H 192). 

Curry's first reply to the omission of the Tippit instruction in the December 
transcript was that it was very difficult; to hear everything clearly, that his » ) 
men had spent many ‘hours replaying the recording and copying dowm the nessages 
exchanred, and that ke had himself heard the * FES ans and could vouch for _ 
the correctness of the second transeriphl” “f An rosurd reply, of course, for 
if the instruction to T Tippit could be heard for purposes of the second 
transcript, it should have been audible also for the first transcript. 

Chief counsel J. e Lee Rankin, perhans anticipating such an objection, rescued 
Curry by asicing helpfully. if the entry might not have been omitted fron the 
Decenber transcript for reasons of brevity, as were other routine nessages 
according to the explanatory note on th © docunent. | ‘Curry hastened to agree 
(4H 185-186)... But we have already pointed out that the instruction to Tippit 
was fundamental to the events of his. murcer and could not rationally be ) 

consid dered as "routine,"



Se are entitled to feel suspicious when this crucial moss age is omitted 
from the first radio log transcript and suddenly appears in the second one, 

"and when the various explanations given by Curry and the other police witnesses 
are unconvincing or absurd. - Careful study of the verbatim transcripts intensify 
the suspicion that Tippit was not instricted to move into central Oak Cliff, nor 
do so on his own judgment within normal police procedure. If we assume that 
tre instruction to Tippit and Helson was authentic, wo must ask why the 
dispatcher singicd out these two officers for Special and bafflinz treatment, 
They were the only officers contacted by the dispatcher with instructions _ 
unrelated to the assa Ssinetion and lacking any other apparent purpose... There 
was no breach of lew and order in central Oak Cliff and no strategic reason 
for sending xen there in the aftermath of the assassination, which occured four 
miles away. As it turned out ultinately, a Dovosi tons employee was missing 
and under suspicion, and lad gone to his rooming house in Oak Cliff. Sut there 
was no way for the dispatcher or Tippit to know that at 12, L5 pa, when Oswald's 
absence had not even been noti ced and when his Oak cliff address was not knowm 
by his wife or Ruth Paine, much less the Dalles police, It would be an 
incredible coincidence if the dispatcher nevertheless sent. two oificers closer 

. to Oswald's rooming house, at random, or if Tippit went on his own. 
The instruction to Tippit and Nelsen was given, according to the radio 

log, vifteen minutes after the President was shot. There Was an unprecedented 
State of emerge ency, a frenzy of police activity centered at. the Depository or 
at Parkland Hospital, and so much traffic jamzing the police radio that 
officers had to wait their turn to get through to the dispatcher with urgent 
messares. The dispatcher had already sent out a general order for all 
dovmtown equeds to proceed to the Lepository, Aside from Tippit and helson, 
‘the dispatcher did not contact any specific ‘Squad cars nor give any goneral 
order to men in the outlying districts to move elsewhere. Yet, in the midst 
of all this consternati ion, we are asked to believe that he took the time to 
call Tippit and Nelson and give them orders which make no sense whatever. 

The Warren Comission was not curious about that and did not question the 
“dispatcher about his reasons for giving those orders, despite the suspicious 
circumstances that already surrounded the radio log. Such an explanation was 
all the more necessary Since the radio lor Shows that officers from the outernost 

aaa et a, districts who called the dispatcher to ask if there was anything they could do 
Were told to proceed to the Depository-—-even though in ‘some cases they were 

—- : far more distant from that. location than Tippit or Nelson...



/ Even stranger is the fact that Nelson, who was told at the sane time as 

, Tiny 44% to move into central Oak Cliff, according to the radio log, is next 

heard from about 1.30 pm, at the Depositery-— 5 if he had never received or 

aploweledpad the 19.5 instrnetion. The dtepatehar raiaed no qinstion pout 

LcYiessYed  werandoieg vib oaceiared Grae cae eee eeay Fide Ves Dbeseet € pest patieetece bboet 

"Nelson never reoelved such an order, nov Tippits and the lovic ar that conclusion 

is confirmed in a police report on anothor matter (CE 2645), which states that 

after the assassination telson was dispatched to the Depository, whero ho 

re ad nined on pouard in front of the ‘puildiag for the rest of the afternoon! 

E Te is not merely implicit gn the radio log that the so-called ins struction to 

‘Tippit and Nelson at 12.45 is fraudulent-—it is actually confirmed ina 

different police report that Nelson was not sent there. - Inforentially, 

neither was Tippit. . . 

hecording to the radio loz, however’, Tippit was not only sent there but 

remained the object of extraordinary solicitude. At le. ch, vince minutes after 

the instruction was issued, the dispatcher called Tippit arain to ask his» 

location. Tivpit replied that he was in Oak Cliff, as instructed, at 

Lancaster and. 8th. The dispatcher, with some prescience, then told hin 

to "be at large for any emergency that cone jn.8 If ono imagines the ¢ scLeting 

state of emergency at that moment, less than half an hour after the “Prosident 

was shot, the axiomatic. reminder from the dispatcher to Tipoit is biserre, 

ludicrous, and absolutely implausible. Tippit was no traincse > ne was 2. man 

with ten years of experience on the Dallas Powe force. Yhy was the dis- 

patcher fussing over him, and hin alone, ike a mother hen? If that is an 

qh 

authentic nessaite, 44% must mean something more than meets the eye There is 

no other rational explanation for the cisnatcher to single out the officer 

-who was about to be shot to death in an unpredictible encounter with the 

"| suspect in the assass inati on, as the Warren Commission would have us believe. 

‘Tf this is not enough; the next relevant entry leaves tittle roon for 

Lingerine doubt, about the spurious nature of the 12.85 and 12.5 messamese . 

Between 1 and 1,01 pm the same dispatcher who ostensibly spoke to Tirpit 

‘less than cicht mimites befcre and Imev that he was at Lancaster and 3th 

gipnalled Tivpit: again because he needed a squad car to pick up ‘blood and 

rush it to Parkland Hospital. The radio log shows that he was looking 

for the squad car nearest to the blood bank. But the blood bank was in 

the’ 2009 block of Commerce Street, about five miles away from Tpnitts 

supposed location. “hy should the dispatcher hove expected Tippit to. be 

near the blood bari, 4f the 12.45 and 12.5 messages were authentic? 



. . Tarr 

The Warren Commission was duty bound to ask that question, even if st wags 
prepared to overlook the other anomalies... But the dispatcher was not questioned, 

Tippit did not reply to the dispatcher's signal at 1 pn. Where was he then? 
Thy didn't he answer? Let us look at the testimony of Harry Olsen, the Dallas 
policemen who was. “engaged to a strip-teaso dancer from the Carousel Club, Kay 
Colenan. the two of then spent an hour or more in conversation with Ruby during 

the night, as faithfully described in the Warren Ho fHoport, and were involved in 
speculation that ituby was instigated to shoot Oswald by the Dallas police. 

‘The Report does not, however, indicate Olsen's interesting testimony on his 
wherenbouts at the time of the assassination. hen he was questioned on . 
hacust &, 1964, Olsen told counsel Arlen Specter that he had been doing an 
"extra" job while off duty, guarding en estate in place of a motorcycle cop 
who was assimned to the President's motorcade, Olsen unfortunately did not 

remenber the name of the motoreycle cop end there is no indication that the - 

en Commission attempted to establish his identity. Where was the estate? 

‘Olsen said it was on 8th Street in Oak Cliff, about twe blocks from Stemmons. 
In other words, it was at or near to Lancaster and 8th, the location from 
which Tippit resorted at 12.5). ‘where was Olsen at that time? Ue testified 
hat he had Icarned about the assassination when he answered @ telenhone call 

intended for the owner of the esta ate, and had then gone outside and exchanged 
comments about the terrible event with psssers—by (IE 629), Olsen, then, 
was in tho right place ab the right time to encounter Tinpit, with whom he was 
admittedly. acquainted, if Tippit was really where he said he was. Counsel 
Spocter, with the acuteness of a pregnant turtle, did not even ask Olsen if. 
he had in fact seen Tippit or spoken to him, perhaps at 1 o'clock, when Tippit 
‘failed to reply to the: dispatcher's ‘signed. 

It is instructive also te study the testimony of Earlene loberts, housekecper 
at the roomins house on North Beckley Street. She said that at about 1 o "clocks 
during Oswald's hasty visit te his room, a police car pulled up to the house, 
sounded its horn, and drove away slowly (6H hh3+li). She was confused atout 
the mmber on that police car and gave several different versions, in some 
instances surgesting that it had three digits, the first a "one™ and the second — 
a "zero." Tippit's car was No. 10, Another coincidence? Investigation 
failed to turn up any squad car that storped there or any officer who adinitted 
stoppinr there. Tippit, who did not reply to a 1 o'clock Slgnal, cannot be 
questioned, . . 
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According to the first verbatim transcript of the radio log (Cx 705 

page 17) the dispatcher signalled io. 78 (Tippit) again at 1.08 pm, again 

without any reply by mippited/ Where was Tippit.at 1.08? “hy didn't he 

“answor the dispatcher's call? | 

4 this point, we have a total of four calls to Tippit by the dispatcher 

diring the 23 minutes which elapsed vetwoen 12.45 amd 1.08 pa, the lust two 

of which remained unanswered, A seemingly unimportant, undistinguished 

patrolman who had never advanced beyond that rank in ten years, stationed 

in a district far from the sceno of pandemonium, is called repeatedly 

by the dispatcher, for no apparent reason, during a period of unprededented 

police emergency and peak radio traffic-——and the Warren Commission sees 

nothing strange! Tippit,.supposedly cruising in corbral Oak Cliff 

Yat large for any emergency," is not in his car at 1 pm or 1.08. ‘here 

was he? Why had he left his car? If he was on legitimate police business, 

no citizen has reported any contact with Tippit at those times. 

Proceeding in the radio log, we come now to perhaps the most extraordinary 

of the Tippit entries, At 1.16 or 1.18 a citizen broke in on the police radio 

to report the shooting of an officer at 4Oly East Loth Street (viiich lies in 

‘district No. 91). According to all three versions of the radio log, the 

‘Gispatcher immediately began to call No, 78 (Tippit) again——before the, 

citizen even mentioned the mumbor of the murdered officer's squad car.e/ 

Tippit, ostensivly pulled out of his own district No. 78, reported at 

“12 dh giving & location which lies within district Ko. 109, He wis shot 

inside district Noe 915 where the assigned officer (Mentzel) was present 

on duty. The dispateher, receiving a citizen's report of a shooting, 

at once signalled Tippit instead of the assigned officer, Wo. 91 (wentzel) , 

without any known reason for thinking that Tippit was the officer who had 

| been shot or any known reason for thinking that Tippit was the closest one_ 

to the scene of the. shooting. 

“Uf The FBI transcript (CE 1974 page ht) shows this signal as addressed to 
™ "yo, L88" and imlicates that the sound was garbled. As there appears to 

be no reference elswzhore in the radio log to a "io. 88" it secns likely 
_ that the first verbatim transcript correctly identified this signal as 
‘directed to Tippit. . cs 

2/ ono fimet, verbatim branserint, rrepered by ti seo. 3 | - The first verbatim transcript, prepared by the Dallas police, interpolates 
. : ; : co \



None of these peculiar and suspic ious transactions has been noted or 

investigated by the Warren Commission, according to the available records. 

No can only regard this as a most inexcusable negligencee if the 

Commission did notice and investigate the series of unusual and inoexolicable 

calls to Tippit, the results have been concealed. © In either case, the 

assertions in the aeport that everything was innocent and routine are 

grossly misleading.  £t is inescapable from the entries in the radio log 

that Tippit was on clandest ting business, on his own behalf or on 

instructions from his superiors, and that the truth about the circumstances 

leading to Tippit's presence at the location where he was shot to death 

has been covered up by some authorit, 

Te do not accept the assertion in the Warren Report that Tippit was 

instructed as a matter of normal police routine to move into contral dak 

Cliff, and we question the authenticity of the 12.45 entry in the radio 

log, for the following reasons? 

(1) ‘The fir rat transcript of the vadio log did not, 

4{nelude the 12.45 instruction to Tippit and polices 

witnesses in April 196l wore still suggesting that 

Tippit had acted on his own initiative in leaving his 

ra) ssigned districte 

(2) officers fron the outermost districts were sent to 

the Depository’. | 

(3) No other districts received orders corresponding 

to these alle; godly given to No.7 (Tippit) and No. 87 

(Nelson) «| 

2 
: 

2/ a parenthetic al indication of background noises in which "Ho. 78" and 

vgar no. 10% could be heard (G4 705 page 19), suggesting that refercuces 

to Tippit's code number preceded the dispatcher's signals to No. 7%. 

The refcrence to background noises $5 not included in the FRI transcript, 

which like the first. police transcript (Sawyer © soibits) ” gndicate sg that 

the dispatcher vegan to signal Tippit before amy reference by the citizen 

to nis car mumber. The entry indicating background noises is also suspect, 

because no one at the scene could have known thet Tippit was NO 78.



(4) Nelsonts actual movements suggest that he never 

received the 12,45 instruction to nove into central 

Oak Cliff; accordinz to another police report, he was 

assigned to the Depository. 

(5) The dispatcher tried to contact Tippit at 1 pm 

for an apparent purpose which is completely. inconsistent 

with the authenticity of the 12.45 and 12.54 messages. 

(6) Tippits failure to respond to signals at 1 pm 

and 1.08 remains unexplained. 

(7) The dispatcher's sisnals to Tippit after the citizen's 

call, without any reason to believe that Tippit was in the 

district and before there was amy indication that Tippit was 

the victin, remains unexplained and points to clandestine 

activities on Tippit's part which, if confirned, nullity 

the official theory of his murder.



Tippit and the Pedestrian 

Police spokesmen in the early days of the case maintained that Tippit 

had halted the pedestrian who shot him on the basis of the police radio 

description of the suspect in the assassination, Sceptics ridiculed that 

as utterly inconsistent with the facts and with an eyewitness description 

of the encounter. Rumors circulated that Tippit and Oswald were known to. 

each other and. specvlations were published suggesting that the two men were 

involved in a plot to assassinate the President. 

The Warren Report Later asserted that there was no evidence that Oswald 

and Tippit were acquainted, had ever seen each other, or had any mutual 

acquaintances (WR 651). There was no way to determine with certainty whether 

‘Tippit had recognized Oswald from the description broadcast on the police 

radio bub it was nconceivable, even probable," that Tippit had done so. 

' Information in the Hearings and Exhibits provides cause for serious 

‘reservations about the Commission's. assertions and its reasoning. We have 

pointed out already that the radio log throws grave doubt on the official 

explanation of Tippit'ts movements and that he was mysteriously absent from 

his car, or refused for ‘other reasons to reply to the dispatcher's signal, 

at 1 and 1.08 pm. | We do not know what Tippit was doing between 12.5) pm 

and the time he was shot, but there is nothing to suggest that he was stopping 

pedestrians who fit the description of the assassination suspect, an 

| unkriowm uhite male, approximately 30, slender 
build, height 5 feet 6 inches, weight 165 
pounds, reported to be armed with a .30 

caliber rifle. (03 705) 
Tt would be amazing if Tippit saw no male pedestrian on the streets of Oak cliff 

between 12.45 and the time he hinself was shot who fit that vargas. description. 

‘Did Oswald, viewed’ fron ‘the rear, it the description? He was younger than 30 

by six years; taller than 5t6% by at least three inches; and he was not armed 

with a rifle.  [t- would be all the more remarkable, then, if Tippit stopped 
him and no one else,



, 

f with the theory that the man was stopped because he resembled theddescription 

t 

Were the actions of Tippit and the pedestrian whom he stopped consistent 

“a 
My 

broadcast on the police radio? Only one witness claims to have seen what 

happened. She is Mrs Helen Markham, whom the Commission considers reliable, 

Ball where was the police car when you first saw it? 

Markham He was driving real slow, almost up to this man, well, 
say this man, and he kept, this man kept walking, you know, and. 
the police car going real slow now, real slow, and they just kept 
coming into the curb, and finally they got way up there a little 
ways up, well, it stopped. 

Ball - The police car stopped? 

Markham Yes,sir. 

Ball What about the man? Was he still walking? 

Markham The man stopped...J saw the man come over to the car very 
slow, leaned and put his arms just like this, he leaned over in 
this window and looked in this window...The window was down...Well, 
I didn't think nothing about it; you know, the police are nice and 
friendly and I thought friendly conversation. Well, I looked, and 
there were cars coming, so I had to wait..,this man, like I told you, 
put his arms up, leaned over, he~~just a minute, and he drew back 
and he stepped back about two steps...The policeman calmly opened 
the door, very slowly, wasn't angry or nothing, he calmly crawled 
out of this car, and I still just thought a friendly conversation... 

(3H 307) 

The encounter, as Mrs Markham has described it, is compatible with any number of 

causes, Tippit might have stopped the man to ask for a match, and they might 

have exchanged comments about the shooting of the President less than an hour 

before, Tippit might have stopped an acquaintance and stopped to ask how his 

sick mother was feeling. Tippit might have stopped for a prearranged rendezvous 

‘with a messenger who was to slip him a blackmail payment, or a package of narcotics, 

_ The scene sketched by Mrs Markham suggests that the pedestrian made no attempt to 

avoid the policeman and that he exhibited no signs of alarn or tension. That 

hardly suggests a man unnerved by fear and guilt or a man who had spent the pre- 

ceding 45 minutes darting about on foot and by vehicle in an "escape." Tippit's 

behavior is even less compatible with the Commission's theory. He would have 

known better than to leave the car had he been suspicious of the man he stopped, 

He would have summoned reinforcements on the police radio, just as another | 

officer did who was working alone and found a man whome he wished to arrest, 

as shown in the radio log (CE 1974, pp.:y8-5). He might have told the man to get _ 

- into the car to be taken to the police station for questioning. | But why should 

 ‘Tippit leave the car under the circumstances which the Commission considers



Neonceivable, even probable"? He did not leave the car in order to search 

the pedestrian for a concealed rifle. He did not leave the car to subdue 

by force a suspect who had made no gestuse of resistance nor tried to run 

aay « If Tippit had stopped the pedestrian——whether Oswald or sousone else 

—on suspicion that he yas the Pre&édential assassin, it was reckless and 

probably against regulations for hin to leave his car. A solitary policeman 

seeking to apprehend a dangerous criminal first and foremost would have called 

on the police radio. to give information, ask instructions, and seek help. 

. That is what was dome by other officers. That may well be what the rules 

required. Unfortunately the Commission did not inquire into the rules that 

were applicable in the "conceivable, even probable" circumstances which it 

postulated. Unfortunately the Commission did not ponder the strangeness of 

Tippit's actions under” such a hypothesis. | . - 

These considerations suggest that it was not probable, perhaps not even 

conceivable, that Tippit stopped the pedestrian who shot him because of the 

- description broadcast on the police radio. The lmown facts indicate that 

Tippit was up to something different woich, if uncovered, might place his 

death and the other events of those three days ina completely new perspective. 

We do not know what was in Tippit's mind during his last hours. There was | 

-a clue, but the Commission did not follow it up, as seen in tre testimony of 

Sergeant W.E. Barnes of the police laboratory. Barnes, who had taken 

photographs at the scene of the Tippit shooting, was questioned about those 

shotdurenhs © on April 7, 196k. 

Belin Inside the window there appears to be some ‘Icind of 

paper or document. Do you rome! rber what that is at all, or nob? 

Barnes © That is a board, a clipboard that is installed on the 

dash of all squad cars for the officers to take notes on and ‘to 

keep their wanted persons names on. 

Belin Were there amy notes on there that you saw that had been 

made on this clipboard? 

Barne Yes; we never read his clipboard...I couldntt tell you 

What was on the clipboard. (1H 274) 

Perhaps the. Commission found it plausible that the Dal. as police “aid not - 

bother to examine the clipboard of a murdered officer, seeking a clue to his” 

murder. Be that as it may. But why did not the Co: mmission obtain and examine 

it? There might have been notations on the clipboard, or there. hay have been 

‘an absence of notations; which might have cast light on Tippit's activities — 

before ‘he was shob—--notations which might have strengthened the basis for the 

Commission's. speculations, or shown them to be mistaken. 



if neither the police nor the Commission took the trouble to examine 

tippitis clipboard, their lack of curiosity and conscientiousness suggest that 

they are poorly qualified to undertake criminal investigation.. If the clip~. 

| board was examined, the findings have been concealed and must be assumed to be 

incompatible with the official theory. 

We revert now to the Comalssion's ass sertion that there was no evidence that 

Oswald and Tippit were acquainted or had ever seen each other. Contrary to that 

“statement, there is some ‘evidence that they had seen each other shortly befora 

the assassination, A letter of July 31, 1964 from the FBI Dallas office to the 

Commission responds to a request for investigation of.a possible link between 

Oswald: and Ruby through Dobbs House, a restaurant they had both patronized. 

Four employees of the restaurant were interviewed in December 1963 who confirmed 

that Oswald was a fred yuent visitor. Ruby was also said to have been a patron 

at times. No one recalled that the two men had bsen there at the same time or 

together, But Mary Dowling, one of the waitresses, volunteered that 

she recalled the person now recognized as Oswald was last seen 
_by her in the restaurant et about 10 am Wednesday, Sovenber 20, 
at which time he was "nasty" and used curse words in connection 
with his order, She went on to relate (that) Gfficer J.D, Tinppit 
was in the restaurant, as was his habit at about that time each 
morning, and "shot a glance at Cawald." She said there was no 
indication, . however, (that) they knew each other. 

(CE 3001) 

The FBI letter rejects this story a oriori, on the basis that: information 

previously obtained from the Depcsitory indicated that Oswald had worked from 

8 am to 445 pm with a lunch period at noon, and that he had worked an eight-hour 

‘day on Wednesday the 20th. Is this not astonishing? Why did not the FRI 

consider that the waitress might be wrong about the hour and right about the 

incident she described, instead of assuming that the whole account was mistaken? 

The more so, when a leter interview with the former cook at the restaurant 

lent strong corroboration to Mary Dowling's story. The cook told the FBI 

that Oswald had been in the restaurant on November 21, 1963 and that he had 

_ complained about the eggs, which she had cooked, She was not even asked if 

Tippit had been present at the time, or if he was also a regular patron. 

The information obtained from the cook and the waitress was disregarded on the 

strength of the technicality that the timekeeping records showed that Oswald 

had worked an eight-hour day, starting at 3 am, By that criterion, we would



have to dismiss tre allegation that Oswald was arrested and in police custody 

on Friday afternoon, because the Depository rocords (CE 1949 pase 6) show that 

he worked an eight-hour day on Hovenber 22ndl 

ke Commission, apparently concurring in the Pet's peculiar reasoning, 

asserts that there is no evidence that Oswald and Tippit thad ever seon cach 

othor." To witnesses, the waitress and the cook, gave information - 

independently and at different times anc places which suggests that they 

saw each other, 

assacgination. 

dubious proposit 
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or that Tipoit sav Oswald, within two days of the 

Tf that is true, it farther vitiates the fanciful and 
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Eorrarthon of tha tints faement 

Acoerdina_ fa tha : 
Eager pro . . i 

AS 1:22 poem. ths Paltes Police relis dcssribed the man wanted for 
ths marder of Tinvit 68 a "white mle abmt thirty, five foot 
eight inches, blacks be » slonder, warding a unite 9 Jectet, wise 

ehirt and dark sloctza.® ) 

reeetoen to Pat tyolman Poe this diseription cans fron ESS . 
farxham and Hra. arcara deanstte Pavis. 

Ere. Warkham told Pes that the mas wis a "vhite malo, abeat 23, 
about five fest ears, brom hair, ecdiua,” end wearing @ a ‘ _ 
Rite. jackct.% Urs, Davis c2ve Peo | the coma general das one 
@ "xhite mie in his carly tucntite, erocn’d five foot coven co inches 
er eifht inches, stout 125 powrds,® cxd wcaring a Entie 4 sarksbe 

Asam! 2z_fo.! tha 
Hooginia rod) “ib4es i 

Patrolman Poo test itted os ca April 9s wth that wien be hed enlc4 a& the 6: 
of the Tipit imceder he kad talk to Hrs. Haglan, who hed deees Abd 

Palte male, about 23, abcat 8 ferb &, brea hair, ms mdiva, cmd. 
I belicve eho énid bro on a thidte §azti0 Sot at ths banoos ats CIS. 

_ the cosoriptica ts “pal ef the chficsrs at tha coed. Tea 
eceldn't get.en the eocdo at the t229,:thore vrs £9 meh traefien }.f oe Sic 

om the radio md ths Isgtenfho farcos ea ho was coon earns 
em thon I telic4 8. eoy sarod coreg wiitesses ercont taal 

Pxlk Did you over xs that ecooraptien ca tha radio? - Sop hon 

Boa I ballove wo eld, But X couldn't exvcar to ftoee wo 
EVR Did you talk to the tus Lovie giels? +. ey 
Poa I talked to D8 Of theo. fis give ms the sane EL2 cat : ; 
dcroription of the’ egzpest ae Hre, Karkhem.esthite mle, endin= = * 
his carly 20s, arcond 5'7" er &*, atcat 145 pounds, end I believe 

. She said had on a wilte Jackel 

Qicrislen off ths seme) | 

* 

7 

a 

(758) 
Polk, AG 1:22 pom ca the treneciipt ef the radio lez, I note it 
‘£395, SXave @ fepectsd os of exzepect on Jefferson, Last seen 

. eben the 300 hiec™ East deffaurgan.s Eaite ‘male, 3 33a3 $9G5, 
black hair, alendcs arets » wotrirg white ciiet black “plncks ." 
Do yeu know whether you gave Lalber tat des eription? 

Fea I pemaber eiving Valker a dessription. Ny partase got in. 
tho ear with Walker. 7 

Bali. Did you give Walker a description sinilar to that? 

Fog Toa, sire | (7869), 

t 

Ate 
ple



pate You were nod the one that put out the first 
coscription ef ths enspect they rousht? 

Falkes I didn's, (759) , a 

Mea, Harken hed testified on Farch 24, 1944 tha’ the nan rho chos Tipple 
eookad a jeckot on when he demo it..elé wae a ehort, geckos 
open in the front, kind of a grayich ten. 

’ Esl. Did you tell fP9. polics that? 

Pore Yes, Td@id, 07299 
a ogee 

Eartara deanotte Davis alco testified oa Marca 24, end enawered qrestiens | 
abort ths man she hed ideahigiod in the pelies Minczp, - 

f-ll, Vas ko dzesecd the exto in the lincap as he wes whom 
yea eow hin romaing | asross tho lem? 
Pavia Al extops Bo dida'e hove a: bao ecat ct seal zr Spo ce tau hin in tg Meszp, 2 a 
Pall Bid ke have aicoat oa when pon sow bin? 

Pavis Yes, BiPoooA dark GEARS og (3347) - 

Ere. Davis was not acked whether or no} she kad provided a description ef the 
suspect to Poe or any ather police officer at the BEERS 0 oo, | 

_ tes trenseript of tho police radio leg (C2974) inddeates thes the 1.22 pa, 
deseripticn about which Pes was questicnsd wis trensuitted by Patrolman Bodie Halker 
(not 6.7, Walker, to wow Poa had referred). Re called in eaying, 

Wo have a deseription on this saspect over here en Jofforcea. 
last econ about the 300 East Jeffsreon, Hates a white re mle, 
about 30, 59°, black hair, slender, wearing a vaite jacket, 
white chirt end dark slacks. . 
Ehepatence Asma with uhat? 

Unknow. 

Tee entry imodiately following this exthenge is a report fron Potsolman Pes 
that he had just arrived at the Tippit scan. 

Tho dexeription tranealtted by BW. Walkes was broadcast by the dispatehker 
at 12h Pome Shortly thereafter, bstuvean 1.33 and 1.40 Pin, » the dispatcher 
received | & message from No, 221 (H.W. Sursner>3) 3 



| deserin 

i 

Hight oan give yeu eens atdatienal informtion. 1 Eos an 
eyaball wiiness fo the cotenaig rons tha ecenest in this She ed eM Sed ae war tat 

shooting. Fo 8 a waite E218). £7, 592L9, 145, black Savy 
boir, fais coomestod, w wecving ict peay Eleenhower-type 
qackot, tov: Geouctes ert a dite chard end bot last gcocm . 
ruomming on ths. north cies ae? tho cirest from Patton 38 
Jefferson, and ums apparently esrod with a edt, Cork finich, 
entenatic pistol waich bo hod ia bas rhgat herd, 

| : "(east page 74) 

Soom eee Sasteucted to. be oad ca the tho crouktness, ca-ortsrs fren the 

Esrgecns im command of the area, where Tappht vs waa chose, ; 
P) 

Sa passage ca page LPS ef the Ecpec’ eonseraing the brostcach.ef the efrst 

deserintion of the Tipplt ev.” “73% eonelcta of four centences, each ef which ds 

Literctiv trc2., Troy nevertcloss procezt a ¢ splotaly wet ending plotoe 

ES 45 eocs that ths doacription wis cigvicd en the polies radio at 1.22 Pele 

_ bat coke fyom Patrolman R.Mo Walker and nc} from Pateolman Poo, es the Report 

“Jeeds ong te 2 5 Ie is oles from the refle log that Poo arrived on tha scene 

afters tio docurimtion was called im. Peote testimony that he obtained the 

ven fren Mrs, Markhom end Mrs, Davis, axi gave 4t to “Valker," je not 

sonsicicnt with the testinony of these thres witnecces. O.T. Kelkar oxplicdtly 

. desicl that ke hed sent dn the first doseripticn, © ‘upton testified that -ghe 

told <ty police that the suspest was woaring a Craylch-ten fathet. Davis, &¢ chs 

da dccoctyiption at ell, would have cpscified a black or dark eczb, not 8 

white je acks%. Poe “as ebvisusly irprovlaing in his tostinaays even co, ko did 

provite 

not clein that he hineslf kad Ft the deowriptica en the radio, as the Eopart 

, -euggests. 

There are esme diveropancics between ‘the 1.22 Pole dsscription froa RoW. Ua — 

and the deceription that Pos Glaimed to hive necolved from the two worim. Tho af> 

ie given as "about 50° while Markhan epealfied ®about 25° and favie ®in his early 

twentiess ths description mentions black hair, while Markhan said brows. 

Idecrepancy is more distinst when one apares the first description with the 

later ono from Suemars. The suspect haa grown three inches and gained twenty 

pounds ainee he was seen by Mrs. Davis, His bram hair has changed to black 

wavy hair since ho was esen by Mrs, Markham, And he is wearing a light 
¥ 

gray Eisenhower jacket instead of tha white jacket shed ten or fifteen nimutes 

before.



It would be enlighisoing to Imey ths qa ents yy of ths eoysbelt witness who 

provided Somers with the dessription, aut the witnecs who performed the eam 

gervies for BW. Kalkor. .. Uafortumately, the Larren Camiesion 444 not coliclt 

any testimey fron elthsr ef these to poles efficera, 3% ta net ore pestle 

to Suice whether the égceriptiors gore Seen Eceem witcesess vio are x mod in sd 

Report ce from other pereons, as yot CIMCON. 

IS 4g sinesler that the Carron Comusslon bas policed ea tho testtmay « of a 

who tg not euro that he cod out tho cocey, golcn on tho pokise protic end 32 Fe Sear) 

t° 
nd 

obvlentiy kad nos, sizes ho hed arrived ea t1o econe after Rap 22 eontoasbe we QEee ard 

Ie de etoomeee stilh thet Le hehe Rowe Valles tor Helo fers wre enlicd be? 

ths Commiseten ts rrovide eer infermsion thoy hed ai ‘ks exyotsiesicar freon eb 

refio log thsS thoy end not Poe were tho arthers ef 5 risyestts. Gecsei pice 

fre dlflfeccices betusca the two ésoosiydeces Eo gesstentdel encaca to rales 

the dictines yoocthility thet at least ovo éifiorens cuspects were econ by wt vari: 23 

w8tesesig.e buat pesethility | feog nob canto hove soaecd ebhensics, fora the 
em cae) 

Yarrss csomtosteny wakes yoecocd ite to shay no forthe v than | the ® fussy and pakechi te 

explicn icone civca by Poe. 
BERS. * 

iho Comiicciea has ererlooied entriss on to radio tog which ere cf erucial 

eorwc. 3 ia establishing the appearence and actions of Tippit’s killers 4% has 

fat3ct to obiain vitel infergstien fron of ficsra Rollo. Volker aed HoWe ‘ommerss 

‘and kno dlercctamied the esntradistions of Poo's ts stinony by Farkhes, Davis, 2 aad 

Cf. fhe. It has used its energies, instesd, in a elever senentic. exaraige 

wcortining gtatexmts of literal fact in a simmer caleulated to presen’ & faleo 

picture, mad with bout then 2.8 carci 32: O3, BS. ay. bat eset fron the ext 

wording ¢ og ta pesenge. on. Page, 3B of the the Ropsete Bay. 
oo 

oe 1 : 
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According to the 
-Werren Report 

Police Capt. W. R. Westbrook...walked through the parking 

lot behind the service station and found a light-colored 

. jacket lying under the rear of one of the cars. Westbrook .:.- 

identified Commission Exhibit No. 162 as. the light-colored. 

jacket which he discovered underneath the automobile. .. 

8 Page 115) 
According to. the - 

Hearings and Exhibits tees an 

Captain W. R. Westbrook on April 6, 1964 gave’ the following testimony on 

the discovery of the jacket. 

Ball Did you ever find some clothing? 

Westbrook Actually, I didn't find it--it was pointed out to me by 

either some officer that--that was while we were going over the - OO 

scene in the close area where the shooting was concerned, someone 

pointed out a jacket to me that was laying under a car and I got 

the. jacket and told the officer to take the license number. 

Ball Was that before you went to the scene of the Tippit shooting? 

Westbrook Yes,sir...I got out of the car and walked through 

the parking lot... OO me sR 

Rall What parking lot? 

Westbrook I don't know-~it may heve been a used car Lobeesscese 

pall Why did you get out of the car at that time? 

Westbrook - Just more or less searching——just no particular reason 

-~just searching. the area...soms officer, I feel sure it was.an 

: officer, I still can't be positive—-pointed this :jacket out to m6..... 

Ball what was the name of the officer? 
Westbrook. I couldn't tell, you that, sir,. (7H 115-117) 

~°“Another witness, police officer T. A. Hutson, also testified on the finding 

of the jacket, on April 3, 1964.°°°7 Pe GS 

Hutson...while we were searching the rear of the house in the 

400 block of fast Jefferson...8 white jacket was picked up by 

another officer... I.observed him as he picked it up, and it was 

stated that this-is probably the suspect's jacket..ccocee 

Belin -Do you know the name of the officer that found it? 

‘Hutson No, sir; I don't know; (7H 30-33) 

Neither Westbrook nor. Hutson made any mention of the discovery of the jacket in 

written reports dated December 3, 1963 (CE 2003) on their activities at the Tippit 

murder scene. . -



_ The police radio log (CE 1974) for the period just after Tippit was shot 

‘ includes the following exchange of messages at about 1:25 pm {the dispatcher 

consisting of officers Hulse and Jackson working as a team): 

Caller. 9. es, eg Conversation 

2279 (Unknom) 279440279 (Unknown) 
Dispatcher “0 0 279 (Unknown) - : 

279 (Unknown) » nn -'We believe we've got that suspect on shooting this 

ey ... . officer out here, Got his white jacket. Believe 

he dumped it on this parking lot behind this 
-' gervice station at 400 block East Jefferson, across’ 

. from Dudley Hughes, and he had a white. jacket on. 
We believe this is it. 

Dispatcher a | You do not have the suspect, is that correct? 

279, (Unknown) Ne, just the jacket laying on the ground. 

_(Beout_1:39 pi) 

550 (Capt.W.R. Westbrook) We got a witness that saw him go up North Jefferson 

: and he shed his “Jacket-—let's check that vicinity, 

towards Tyler. 

Appraisal of the 
Know Facts 

a The Warren Report has misrepresented the facts in asserting that Captain 

Westbrook found the jacket. Westbrook himself denied that he found it. Moreover, ot 

the radio log ‘casts strong doubt ‘on his allegation that he was present when the 

_ Jacket was found since his MeBSAge , almost fifteen minutes after No. 279 reported 

the dis scovery’ of the jacket, suggests that Westbrook had just learned for the first 

‘time that the’ suspect had discarded a jacket and was about to search for it. 

“The radio log fails to provide No. 279'ts name, ‘ There are only a few instances 

in which the transcript fails to match the caller's number with his name and“this is 

perhaps the only crucial one. “* Obviously the Warren Commission should have conducted 

- an | Angniry to determine: © 1s es PR . 

(a) the identity of the mysterious No. 209 who was not recognized by 

his fellow officers Hutson ‘or’ Westbrooks Pg stepatinhs es 

‘(b) whether Westbrook’ was actually present -when -No. 219 found the > Jacket; 

as he testified; and’ ag he. was not present; vey he Meds © a a



(c) why both No. 279 and Hutson described the jacket as white, when it 

is gray; and ; 

(a) whether a gray zipper jacket was actually found near the Tippit scene, 

or any jacket, or the whole story was a fabrication designed to strengthen the 

evidence against Oswald, } 

'The Warren Commission did not conduct such an inquiry. Apparently the 

‘Commission did not make a diligent study of the police radio log in any of the 

three versions which were requested and obtained from the police and the FBI, 

Study of the radio log and other documents published by the Commission reveals 

not. only that the jacket was found by No. 279 (Unknown) but also reveals his 

identity. No. 279 is police officer J. T. Griffin, member of the second platoon 

of the Traffic Division, assigned to a group of 12 three-wheel motorcycle officers 

(Lawrence Exhibit 2, page 2 and Batchelor Exhibit 5002, page 14). Another 

member of the same 12-man group is officer T. A. Hutson, who testified that 

_he had observed another officer, whose name he did not know, pick up the 

white jacket during a search of the rear of a house. How could Hutson fail 

to recognize a fellow-officer serving in the same detail of 12 men? His failure 

to identify the officer mist throw doubt on the truth of his story that he 

observed the discovery of the jacket, as the entry in the radio log throws 

doubt on Westbrook's testimony that he witnessed the discovery—some fourteen 

; minutes before he learned that a jacket had been dumped and set out to search 

the vicinity. 

‘Three men serve as the source on which we mist rely for evidence on the 

discovery of an important item of evidence against Oswald--Captain Westbrook, 

officer Hutson, and officer Griffin, the No. 279 who actually reported the find 

on the police radio, if the transcript is honest. Westbrook and Hutson told 

stories under oath which have such serious weakness that the possibility of 

perjury must arise. Griffin was never even identified as the officer who found 

the evidence and never interviewed by any authority or examined by the Commission. 

What do we really know, then, about the discovery of the jacket? We cannot 

be sure whether it was legitimate or fabricated evidence, because the responsible 

‘witness was not identified nor interrogated while the secondary witnesses—-lutson 

and Westbrook-~are suspect because of the conflict of their testimony with 

the published -record or with commen sense. The Commission not only conducted a 

superficial and wholly inadequate investigation, it even misrepresented such "facts" 

as had emerged from the testimony which was heard. . Consequently, we consider the 

. discovery of the jacket, as portrayed in the Report, unproven and very possibly 

fraudulent.



Tha devo Tom ty Mowtale iver 

“or ey, ey, , Beferg the (Rersen Ronors 

Critics of the efficisl Ce295 P particularly Zork Leas, pointed an ths Carers ns 

betuse tha police radio docoription ef the sucpect in the Temi? murcer, an wilh hs 

was seid to be wearing a white Jacket, end the color of the jestob fount neoe ths 

lhe scones hg question of the eclor of the Jeakey vora by ths iter wng relcod in tho 

broeder eontext of cou atradiles dons mong tbo. witroses3 en the eppoarance end esticer3 | 

of tha man whe shot Tippee or 03 ecen roming fron the estas col the estus vyssmeme 

of Ogwalde | | 

Aocordine L the Verren Revert 
oo . | ; 

23 fos ths ender ) | BAB 2422 Po®e tha ho Dolla police reiio deceplbea the man tents 

of Nyppit a a tehito mate cbot} thirty, Nive fos elght dnchto, blocs hadi, Glens, 

wearing a thite jacket, white shirt acd Cerk clecks.? According to Tctroln Pee 
this easeription came from Hrs, Vorshoa cad Mre, Barbera deenstte Devidoss 

Pike eyewitnesses very in thelr txocyitometie identification of th — 

_ jatketess | ‘ : a a oe 

: *Toare ig no doubt, howsverecethat tha maa who killed Tippit ms wearing a 
+ nght-volored jacketece”  (Pagis 175-178). om OO 

Acoording bo tha Eoorines ae E-ptbt 4 8 

The witnessca geve the fotdowing dssorlptions of tho Jacuet wOEN a by tha EB 

“who fled the ecene of the ‘Tpptt mniers 
’ 

feo, Uopkhen "It was a short Jeckots ep epta in the front, kind of 
— a grayish tan.” (37112 

-Bonevidss soehe had a Ughtebeips Jecidteostt esoned like 4 
i wes a sipper-type juckete" (E8450) ; 

Scorsira -«._ SHe- had on a Jacket, tha type of slccve of that, but 
» Ithoucht it was a tattle dorker, fcltness refersxca to | 

‘ CE 162, the gray sipper Jacket, shown te him by cconte af (SEE 28) 

| Ure.VePevig "He hed on a light-brown-ten jecizet.” (6857) . . 

YraehoDavis "A dork coateesit was dark end to ms 4t looked Ike at 
| . was maybe s wool fabria, Lt looked sers of rough., Ike 

‘more of a sporting Jackets" (343L7) 
* 

? ena ght tarioh Tray windoresier Jacketeeslea, that 49 

the same type Jackos. Actually, I thought it hed a Little 
more tan to ite" G3#356) oe 4 * 
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Endth  ®Fs had on dork pante end gs epert ecat of econo kind. 
I T_can't really renotber very Wllece fos, girg that 
(foatssion Exh ied 1825 Eray siz ToL Jae isscks 

ke what he hat on, A jacket.” (7205) 
. OQuirrerd Za had on 2 palr of bleck britehcs amd a brom ohiré 
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- that incriminates him. The Report states, 

The Ownership of the 

Gray Zipper Jacket 

According to the Warren Report, the jacket found along the “escape route" 

near the scene of the Tippit mrder belonged to Oswald and is among the evidence 

This jacket belonged to Lee Harvey Oswald. Marina Oswald stated 
that her ‘usband owned only two jackets, one blue and the other 
gray. The blue jacket was found in the Texas School Book 
Depository and was identified by Marina Oswald as her husband's, 
Marina Oswald also identified Commission Exhibit No, 162, the © ; 
jacket found by Captain Westbrook, as her husband's second 
jacket. (Page 175), 

The assertion that the jacket was found by Westbrook has already been exposed 

asa misrepresentation of the testimony and the evidence; no amount of reiteration 

in the Report can legitimize the attribution to Westbrook of a garment which, on 

further study, acquires still more dubious characteristics. 

According to the list of items of evidence turned over to the FBI by the 

Dallas Police on November 28, 1963, the gray zipper jacket bore a laundry tag 

B 9738 (Cz 2003, page 117). There is no clear indication that any attempt was 

made to trace the laundry tag in order to confirm Marina Oswald's assertion that 

the jacket belonged to her husband. She identified the jacket during her testimony 

on February 6, 1964 (1H-122) but was rather vague about which jacket Oswald was 

wearing on his visit to Irving the night before the assassination. Subsequently, 

on April 1, 1964, she was interviewed by the FBI, expressly with respect to Oswald's 

jackets. The FBI report on that interview states, 

_ Marina was questioned further concerning clothing jackets which 
had been owned by Lee Harvey Oswald. She said to the best of 
her recolhection Lee Harvey Oswald had only two jackets, one 
a heavy jacket, blue in color, and another light jacket, grey 
in color. She said she believes Oswald possessed both of these 
jackets in Russia and had purchased them in the United States 
prior to his departure for Russia. She said she cannot recall 
that Oswald ever sent either of these jackets to any laundry or 
cleaners anywhere, She said she can recall washing them herself, 
She advised to her knowledge Oswald possessed both of these 
jackets at Dallas on November 22, 1963. 

(CE 1843) 

It is certainly strange that the FBI failed to trace the laundry tag after 

hearing from Marina Oswald that Oswald had never sent the jacket to any laundry 

or. dry-cleaners. Surely it was important to establish whether Oswald, or some 

other person, had had the jacket laundered or cleaned, and. who did so af it was. 

not Oswald. 



Other anomalies must also be noted. Captain Fritz, who was presumably 
aware Of all the physical evidence discovered and who repeatedly questioned 

Oswald about his change of apparel during his brief visit to the boarding 

house, never confronted Oswald with the gray zipper jacket and never asked him 

to explain how it came to be found under a car near the Tippit scene. In fact, 
he did not present Oswald with the opportunity to confirm-~or to deny——his owner- 

_ ship of the jacket, at any time during the prolonged interrogations between 

Oswald's arrest and his murder, Nor did Fritz display the jacket to Marina 
Oswald during her lengthy interrogation at the police station on the night of 

the assassination, 

Appraisal of the 
Known Facts 

The assertion that the gray zipper jacket was Oswald's rests solely on the. 

testimony of Marina Oswald. Yet her statement that Oswald never sent the jacket 
for laundering or cleaning introduces a mystery which neither the FBI nor the 

Warren Commission resolved and which is not acknowledged in the Report. There 

is-no statement by Oswald himself regarding ownership of the jacket; and there 

is no independent confirmation or evidence from any source which can be said 

“decisively to establish its origins, history, or ownership. 

“When that uncertainty is aligned with the other compromising circumstances 

—~the description, and the discovery, of the jacket, for example-~the sum total 
is that the Warren Commission stands on very shaky ground. The Commission should 

. be called to account for its failure to trace the laundry tag, as well as for its 
liberties with the facts available in the testimony and exhibits and its obtuse 

indifference to signs which compel serious suspicion that the jacket is planted 

and spurious "evidence,"



The Renort (pares 559-950) stotes that whon Oswald rag arrested 6 live 
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it went 1 ennotic ed and unfounc. 

oat 5 . FP 4 as “ « 7 . | the Commission's "explenations” c:ovlain nothing. The probion of reconciling 
. mr 1 a ‘. 7“ . ‘ . - = nt ~ J . 2 Brand A and @ Srand 3 shells with 2 Drand A and 1 Brand 5 bulicts evnits a 

Serious and credible solution. 

A rolated puzzle which the Comnission has not acknovledss: is the arresting 

fact thet Captain Glen King, in aa addrous in 2pril 19$h to the Jo. rican Society 

of lawspaner Editors 9 said that Tippit had been shot three times .. ing Fadvibit. 

"o05, Volume ux page 465), Jt is suvely strange that a semier police official 

should have made such an error six months ‘after the vnunder, if crror lt was. 
oy . he cammot be corbain because the autopsy report on Tipoit is not to be found 

. ‘in the 26 volixcss.of Hearinys and Exhibiiis-—-a-strange and unexpl eincd onissione 

_ To eorpound the ‘puszile, there is the pecular manner in which three of the 

four bullets allegedly recovered from Tinpitis sod wore presented to the FST 

“Lpboratory for oxami ination 3 Zour months ater the curdors | According to the 

; testinony of 2ST expert Cun minghan (31 Wh), the FEL originelly recedived only one 

. bullet, on Hoverber 23, 1963. The Dallas Police said it was the onl y bullet 

“recovered or o obbainsd. Th 1G matter x ree cctod. there until } ferch 195k, when the. 

Narren Comission’ (to its cred. dit) ‘asiced. she. PBI to determine where the other _ 

three bullots were. ° They wore discovercd in Dallas Police). ” 
It was only at that stage that fhe nismatching of bullets and ‘shells became 
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Ruby at Par and Hospital 

Seth Kantor, member of the White House Press Corps, reported in the Scripps- 

Howard Alliance newspavers on November 25, 1963 that he had met and conversed with 

Jack fuby at Parkland Hospital about an hour after the President was shot. Kantor 

had worked for the Dallas Times-derald until 1962 and had become well acquainted 

with Ruby... He wrote that Ruby. had tugged at the back of his coat at about 1.30 pm 

at Parkland Hospital. they had chatted briefly and Ruby had asked Kantor's opinion 

about closing his nightclud for the next three days. According to the story that 

Kantor filed, re . : 

‘Ruby shook hands numbly , having minutes earlier witnessed 

the tragic -events of the President's assassination, 

(Kantor Exhibit 7) 

ce, The Warren Con mission “does not, accept K Kantor's account of his meeting with Ruby 

at Parkland Hospital and suggests that the incident really took place at the police ' 

departaent at about midnight that day CR 335-337). The Report describes Kantor as 

a newspaperman "who had previously met Ruby in Dallas." _ That is an understatement. 

“Kantor had "seen mach of Ruby" and clearly was on terms of familiarity with hin. 

Moreover , corroboration of Ruby's presence at the hospital came from a second witness, 

Wilma Tice. Her story has been rejected too, partly because she had never seen. 

Ruby. before. It is strange reasoning thet dismisses one witness because she had 

not seen Ruby before, and another witness although he had seen and known Ruby well, with 

each to some degree corroborating the testimony of the. other. Even stranger is the 

‘Commission's acceptance of the testimony of witnesses who identif fied Oswald, although 

they had never seen him before nor under - circumstances comparable 1 to those deseribed 

by Kantor and Tice. 9 a mo ae a . 

Another reason for the Conmission's scepticism is that "Ruby has firmly denied 

going to Parkland" GR 336). ‘One may ask exactly how much weight should be attached 

‘to the denial of a convicted murderer. Kantor, aman of high personal and professional 

“reputation, has. firmly’ and consistently maintained, ‘that he net Ruby fat the hos: sital. 

‘Neither his sanity nor his norals® can be impeached (and, it is not ‘possible to say as 

ate) mach for Ruby). _ The Commission does not attempt to. do 80 but suggests that Kantor 



is mistaken—that he ane see Ruby at the hospital but at the police assembly 

room at about midnight... "It is conceivable," the Report says, "that Kantor's 

encounter with Ruby occurred at’ that time, perhaps near the small doorway there.” 

The flaws in that reasoning are go obvious that one wonders at the carelessness 

that committed it ‘to print. Ruby might have asked Kantor's advice about closing his 

“clubs at a 1.30 pm encounter but it would have been an anachronism to do so at mid~", 

night, when he had long since mde the decision and changed his newspaper ads 

accordingly. ~~ It showld be noted also that Kantor wrote, "Friday I saw tears 

. brimming in Jack Ruby's eyes when he searched my face for news of the President's 

condition" (Kantor Exhibit 8), The President's condition was not in doubt at 

midnight, nor was Ruby tearful at that hour. According to many witnesses, he was 

 exhilerated and full of energy. Kantor's reference to. Ruby's tears was ignored, 

as was his extraordinary comment that Ruby, minutes before the encounter at the 

‘hospital, "had witnessed" the assassination. : ) 

Despite the lack of internal coherence, we are asked to "conceive" that the 

meeting reported by Kantor actually took place at a different time and location. 

Why. should we speculate? © when Ruby "firmly denied" being at Parkland Hospital, the 

next question should have been whether or not he met Kantor at all] that day and, if 

so, where and at what hour. ' The Commission's failure to ask those salient questions 

is incomprehensible; and the untenable hypothesis offered in the Report is not an 

acceptable substitute for explicit information from a living and accessible witness. 

Kantor and Ruby could even have ‘been confronted with each other, as was the case. 

in the conflict of testimony between Marina Oswald and urs. Hunter and Mrs. whitworth. 

The investigators apparently. were more concerned to dispose of Kantor! 8 story 

than to establish the facts. ‘The FBI has stened . to. interview him on Decenber 35 1963 

“and again on January 2, 1964. .. The FBI report indicates that, 

Kantor was pointedly told by interviewing agents that! Ruby t has - 
emphatically denied he was at Parkland Hospital at any time 

_ November 22, 1963, or subsequent. Kantor was specifically 
*- asked whether he might be mistaken about seeing Ruby there 
_eeeKantor reiterated he is absolutely. certain he saw and spoke 
with Ruby at the Parkland Hospital on November 22. Kantor 
was told that he might be called upon to testify in this case. 
He was asked what he would say if under oath and on the witness 
stand in a court of law to the question; "Did you see and talk 
with Ruby at the: Parkland Hospital on November 22,- 19632": 
Kantor stated that he would answer, "Yes," because he is 
‘absolutely certain ‘He did, 

{Kantor Exhibit 8)



According to the FBI report, Kentor fully realized the importance of his story; 

he kmew that a man's life was at stake. It is perhaps superfluous to note that 

the prosecution did not call Kantor as a witness in the Ruby trial. Months 

later, when he testified for the Warren Commission, he maintained his story stead— 

fastly. ) — ) , 

If it was a matter of just seeing him, I would have long ago 

been full of doubt. But I did talk to the man and he did stop . 

me, and I just can't have any doubt about that. 

oo ~ . (15H 82) 

__ Asked to ‘search his mind again for any doubt that the man he had identified as Jack 

Ruby was indeed Ruby, Kantor replied, . . 

| “I Was. indelibly sure at the time and have continued to be so 

that the men who stopped me.and with whom I talked was Jack 

Ruby. I feel strongly abcut it because I had known Jack 

Ruby and he did call me by my first name as he came up behind 

me, and at that moment under the circumstances it was a fairly 

_ normal conversation, 
“(15H 88) 

Kantor 's testimony is convincing; it is also completely consistent with Ruby's 

personality as a goer-to-events that he would have proceeded to Parkland Hospital, 

as he later proceeded to the police department when that in turn became the center 

of attention. ; . 

It is all the more curious, then, that the Commission has been at such pains 

. to dismiss the story, despite its unimpeachable source and inherent plausibility. 

Because of that preoccupation, scant attention was given to the. fact that Kantor 

had been a passenger in the motorcade and a witness to subsequent events at the 

police department. ' He had recorded many fascinating. observations in his hand- 

. written notes (Kantor Exhibit, 3). . Those notes merited study. and- investigation, 

., since they dealt with. the evidence against Oswald as it emerged hour by hour and 

" because some of ‘the entries appear, to be at variance with, the now-official version | 

of events. Lk 

Kantor ts testimony (15H 95) reveals that. his interviews with FSI agents were 

- motivated solely by interest in his encounter with Ruby at Parkland Hospital; 

he also had a lengthy interview with Captain 0.A, Jones and gave the Dallas Police 

Conmission's published @ documentation,



As Kantor's story does not present wealmesses, .an attempt was made to rule 

it cut on material grounds. The Comaission raises the objection of the time 

factor, stating that it is unlikely that Ruby could have made the trip from 

Parkland Hospital to the Carousel Club (where he arrived at 1.45 pm) within the 

ten or fifteen minutes available, "because of traffic conditions after the 

assassination" (WR 336). The drive normally requires only nine or ten minutes, 

according to the Report; but the Commission does not believe that Ruby could have 

“made the trip in fifteen minutes that day. “As noted elsewhere, ‘the Com mission 

made no allowance for abnormal traffic conditions in fixing “the time span for 

Oswald's taxi ride from the Greyhound Bus Terminal to North Beckley Street; on the 

contrary, the estimated time was reduced from nine to six minutes. Apparently 

‘traffic conditions which delayed Ruby only facilitated Oswald's rapid transit. 

That this reasoning, too, is specious becomes obvious from the testimony of another 

goer—to-events, Nancy Powell, one of Ruby's entertainers. ‘shen she heard that the 

President had been shot, Miss Powell drove to the Depository and from there to 

Parkland Hospital. _Aoked how long it hac taken her to drive to the hospital, she said, 

Hell, I don! t recall that it took any Longer than it normally 

would. they were Keeping traffic movingeese (15H 129) 

Although Kantor's. story stands on its own merit, it is. interesting to seo. 

"what disposition was made. of a second unwelcome witness to Ruby's .presence at the 

hospital, Mrs Wilma Tice. The statement in the Report that Mrs. Tice did not 

make her observations know until April 1964 has implications derogatory to her. 

The. delay tekes on another complexion when all the facts are considered. — Mrs. Tice 

did not report her observations to any. of ficial authority even in April. . At that time 

she mentioned the incidmt, to Ruby's sister; in due course, this. led the FBL to 

contact and interview Mrs. Tice « - Her testimony suggests that at the time she. did 

not realize the importance of having seen Ruby at the hospital. Not Long afterwards , 

‘she was injured in an auto accident; as a “result, she was bedridden vantil April. 

The record reveals no grounds for. suggesting that she had withheld information 

dsliberately or that she had imagined or. invented the incident. According to an 

FBI reports Mrs. ‘Tice went to the hospital at about 1. 30 Pm and 

stopped beside a man who was at the time unknown to her, put 

whom she later believed to be Jack Ruby...he had a hat...in , 

his left hand, hitting it against his leg...he wore a dark 

suit, white shirt, and possibly a tie. He was heavily built. 

She thought by hitting his hat against his leg he would ruin it. 

He was alone, She stcod about three to four feet from this 

man when he was approached by another man who stated, “How are - 

you going | there, Jack?" 

Mrs, Tice said that some other individual in the crowd had made 

' the remark that Governor Connally had been shot in the kidney 

wats 
wea: 



«»ethe man identified as Ruby then stated, "Couldn't someone 
give him a kidney?" . The man who approached Ruby then stated, 
‘who the hell would give him a kidney?" to which Ruby replied 

_ ‘The FBl report indicates that Mrs. Tice leter recogni zed pictures of Ruby on 

television and in the papers as the man she had seen at the hospital but that 

she said nothing about it and "did not think any more about it at the time.” 

The other reasons given by the Report for doubting Mrs. Tice's story are 

neither compelling nor wholly accurate, . It states that she had an obstructed 

view of the man; but she testified that | 

-esl was being nosey and listening...I could only see the right © 
side of this other man's face that walked up to him. Jack was 
standing right there, see, this man that is called Jack...He 

- turned around when this man walked up...At the time, he was 
facing right toward me... | (25H 392-94) 

‘The Report states that Mrs. Tice had never seen Ruby. before and that she saw him 

only briefly. The authors, without a blush, at the same time lean heavily on 

eyewitness identifications by such witnesses as Howard Brennan and Helen Markham 

in concluding that Oswald had mmurde red the President and Tippit. . Brennan had 

never seen Oswald before and. his view of the man in the window was substantially 

' more distant, more brief, and more obstructed than, Hrs. Tice! s view of the man 

at the hospital. Brennan did, not overheax a conversation in which the man he 

saw was addressed as "Lee" (the authorities would have made triumphant capital of 

that, one| suspe scts, and ridiculed the suggestion that it was a coincidence); 

moreover; he falled to rake @ positive ideatificat tion wnen he saw Cswald later, 

“that, day. Yet Brennan's: story is endorsed. and Tice! s story is. urejected {. 

As for Mrs. Markham, she gave a wildly varying succession of accounts of the 

shooting of Tippit and she gave false testimony about a telephone conversation 

with Hark Lane ‘She identified Oswald, whom she had never seen before, while oo 

under sedation for hyst teria; and, the Commission finds. her. testimeny of "probative 

| value" but dismisses the testimony given by Mrs, Tice--testimony that provides 

a. sompuhat better 4 impression of the. .witness than does the Report. 

ee . Griffin ‘ Mrs.) Tce,’ did-you know that Jack himself has .* 
re denied, very vehemently. that he was out at the hospital? , .. 

. Tice ‘Yes; 1 know, he denied that , and i hated_to say 
that I saw him out there...Eva told me, “Well, I asked



Jack and Jack said no, he wasn't out there.“ And I 
said, "Nell, anybody can make a mistake".....She 

said, "Yes, because there are many Jacks" eseeeand 

if it wasn't him it was his twin brother. 

Griffin Do you think you could have been mistaken 
about the man you saw? 

Tice It could have been somebody else that looked 

just like Jack, named Jack; yes. 
(15H 391) 

A perfectly reasonable reply.. Mrs Grant, Ruby's sister, had told the FBI’ 

that Mrs Tice was “balmy;" she said also, however, that Mrs Tice "had rather 

accurately described the clothing Ruby was wearing" {CS 2343). This point seems 

‘to have escaped the authors of the Report, or perhaps given less significance than 

it merits, if the man whom Mrs Tice saw at the hospital was not Ruby, then it 

_ must have been somebody else that looked just like him, also named Jack, and 

wearing the’ same kind of clothes. Of course, triple coincidences are not foreign 

to this case, despite the statistical contraindications. Strive as one may to _ 

share the Commission's faith in such random conjunctions of events, and strain as 

one may to join in the belief that in spite of all appearances, Ruby was not at 

Parkland Hospital, there is’ still another obstacle-——the fact that Mrs Tice was 

Nadvised" not totalk about having seen Ruby there, and received threatening 

anonymous phonecalls warning her to keep her mouth saut (Cz 2293). There even 

seems to have been an attempt to terrorize her by a breaking-and-entry into her 

horie during the night, while her husband was at his job, according to an FBI 

) report (CE 2293). “Can that, too, be put aside as still another unrelated 

Weoincidence"? a . . 

One wonders, above all, why it was so urgent to scotch reports that 4 Ruby 

was at Parkland Hospital shortly after the shooting that the Commission undertook 

the onerous task of reinterpreting or repudiating powerful and persuasive evidence 

~--for Kantor's testimony alone, even without the corroboration provided by Mrs Tice, _ 

-mast convince the objective mind that his account was true and accurate. A clue to 

that ur gency may lie in the title of the chapter of the Report which deals with the 

. Kantor—Tice testimony (although we do not pretend to understand why it lies there) 

——~it is "Investigation of Possible Conspiracy, Involving Jack Ruby {" 
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jo The Attack on Goneral Walker 

‘The Warren Comission concluded that Oswald made a "prior attompt to i11" 

General Walker, for the reasons described on pages 163-187 of the Report. That 

conclusicn ig based primarily on (1) an undated note written by Iswald; (2) the 

testimony of firearms experts; and (3).sho testimony of Marina Oswald. 

_ The Walker ineident is faniliar from press stories after the assassination. 

On .the| night of April 10, 1963, an unknown assailant fired one shot from a rifle 

als Walker sat in his study, missing him narrowly. ‘Two nights before, two nen 

TY, had besn observed lurking around the Walker nouse and had fled in an unmarked 

car. his had been reported to the Dallas police before the shot at Walker 

on April loth. “hen the shot was heard, a young neighbor saw two men leave 

the scene in cars. The bullet was recovered by the Dallas police. An 

Associated Press story in the New York Times on April 12, 1963 ssid that the 

bullet) was a 30.06. 

Valker engased private detectives to investizate a former employes whom he 

suspected of having tried to shoot hin. The results of that investigation were 

“inconclusive. The crime remained unsolved on the books of the Dallas police 

until December 1953, when it was leaked to the press that Oswald had shot at and 

missed Cencral Walker, using the same Carcano rifle that was used in the assescination. 

The press, headlining this startling news, ignored the fact that ihe recovered bullet’ 

had been identified as a 30.06 and not a 6.5 and the fact that two ncn, using a 

car or cars, had been witnessed before and after the shooting. 

=)
 

he first known sugrestion of a possible link between the attack on Walker 

and Oswald came on the night of Oswald's arrest, when a reporter asked police 

chief Curry if Oswald was implicated in that shooting, Curryes: replied + 

che did not know (CE 2186, page 766 of Volure XXIV, Hearings and Exhibits). 

The following morning, November 23, 1963, General Walker had a transatlantic 

telephone conversation with a representative of a West German right-wing news- 

paper (1UT 425). About three days later the November 29th issue of that paper 

went to press with a. sensational story-—that Oswald and Ruby were Imown vy the 

Dallas police to have made the attack on Walker but that they had not been 
arrested on request of the Department of Justice.- Substantially the same 

lurid story was published in the United States in May 196k in the National 

Enquirer (CE 837)... 



A week after the West German newspaper went to press in Munich, an undated 

handwritten Russian letter was discovered in a book sent to Marina Oswald by 

Ruth Paine} when she was confronted with the Letter on December 3, 1963 

Marina informed the Secret Service that Oswald had written the letter before 

his attempt to shoot’ General Walker. She said that she had had no knowledge 

"whatever that Oswald intended to commit this crime. when he left their 

apartment on the night of the Walker incident she had assumed that he was 

going to a| typing class. She became worried when he did not return at the. 

‘wgual hour; she. then discovered the undated note. When he returned late that 

night she demanded an explanation of the note; he then confessed that he. had 

tried to Kill Walker. . | 

‘The Undated Note 

Discovery of the Note . Ruth Paine testified at great length on March 20 

and. 21, 1964. As counsel Jenner was about to conclude his interrogation, 

_ Mrs. Paing reminded him, 

«eeyou have not yet asked me if I had seen anything of a 

note purported to be written py Lee at the time of the 

attempt on Walker. And I might just recount for you that, 

if it is of any importance. 

Jenner Yos; I wish you would...Tell me all you know about 

it... 

R.Paine I knew absolutely nothing about it up to and including 

November 22...1 was shown a portion of a note by two Secret 

Service men..sperhaps a week later... I had sent Marina one of 

these small collections of Letters...notes to her and donations, 

and left such with the Irving police. And on one occasion left 

also a couple of books which were hers... 

I velieve it was probably the next day I got a call from the 

Secret Service saying something important had come up in this 

case, could they come out and see me...tThey arrived...Mr. 

Gopadze showed me a piece of paper with writing on it, a 

small piece of paper such as might have come from a telephone 

note-pad. 

He asked me not to read it through carefully, but simply to 

look at it enough to tell whether I could identify the 

handwriting and whether I had ever seen it before. I said 

I could not identify the handwriting...Mr. Gopadze indicated 

that it was his impression that I had sent this note to Marina, 

And this surprised me...it astounded me...We went on for sone 

time with Mr. Gopadze-—this in Russian—-saying that "Mrs. Paine, 

it would be well for you to be absolutely frank and tell us 



exactly what happened" and my saying in turn..."I am. What more 
‘jean I do than what I have said." And finally we went over to 
English...and he volunteered this note had been in a book, 
Then I realized what must have happened is that I did send 
|Marina Oswald a book and described my having sent this to the 
Irving police and the Secret Service, And that seemed to 
jclear up the mystery for all of us. And they left. 

(9H 393-394) 

Hr. |Jenner, who was generally responsible for’ the investigation of possible 

conspiracy under the division of work {according to his colleague, Wesley Liebeler, 

) in a paper for the American Psychiatric Association 1965), proceeded to a different 

subject. Apparently the mystery, if any, was cleared up for him also. He paid 

no attention to testimony which Ruth Paine had given on the previous day, when 

‘she had described the events of Saturday, November 23, 1963. 

..eIn the afternoon I was the only one there and I felt I had 

better get some grocery shopping done...I was just preparing 
to go to the grocery store when several officers arrived again 

from the Dallas Police Office and asked if they could search, 

This time I was in the yard, the front yard on the grass, and 
(they) asked if they could search and held up their warrant 
and I said, yes, they could search, They said they were 
looking for something specific and I said, "I want to go to. 
the grocery store, I'li just go and you go ahead and do your 
searching," . 

I then went to the grocery store and when I.came back they 
had finished and left, locking. my door which necessitated 
my getting out my key, I don't normally lock aay door when 

— Li go shopping. ; (38 85) 

Ford While. you were shopping and after the officers had come 
with a warrant, they went in the house, no one was in the 
house? 

R. Paine For a portion of the time they were looking, no one 
‘ was in the house.. : . 

Ford They were there alone?” ae 

R.Paine That‘is right. 
McCloy Did they indicate--were they still there when you got back? 

R.Paine No;.they were not. Remember the door was locked. 

McCloy Yes; the door was locked, that is what I gather. Do you . 
_ know what they took on this occasion, or did they tell you. what \ 
they were coming for? 

Ra Paine No; Ido not. Before I left they were leafing through 
books to see if anything Zell out but that is all I saw. 

McCloy All right. 
(3H 86~87) 
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t, indeed, "all right"? The Dallas police came there looking “for 

specific" and were seen “leafing through books to see if anything 

K If that undated note was actually hidden in a book which Mrs. Paine 

t to Marina Oswald, they did not find it. That in itself should have 

enner and caused a more searching inquiry into the discovery of the 

days later-—-not by the Irving police, to whom Ruth Paine had delivered 

to be delivered in turn to Marina Osw ald, but by an unnamed Secret 

sent (CE. 1403, pages 718-719). The Warren Commission made no attempt 

to determine the identity of that agent and the exact circumstances under which 

he found the note; nor did the Commission take the elementary. step of asking 

the Dalla 3 police officers what specific evidence they were seeking at the Paine 

house, why they were leafing through books to see if anything fell out, and how 

. they had loverlooked the uridated note which ostensibly was then hidden in one 

of those books. 

Henry Moore, Guy Rose, and Richard Stovall. 

The officers who conducted the search were John Adamcik, 

Each of them gave testimony 

on April 3 or April 8, 1964 (7H 186-195, 202-211, 212-217, and 227-232) but 

not one o 

Ita 
‘colleague 

officers) 

whether i 

omit the 

f them was asked questions on these points, 

s impossible to tell from this vantage point whether Jenner and his 

$s Ball and Belin (who took depositions from the four Dallas police — 

failed to appreciate the implications of Ruth -Paine's testimony or 

t was not their wits but their will that faltered and caused them to 
questions that should have been asked. The Commission accepts as 

authenti¢ the account of the discovery of the undated note, without having 

inquired into the strange circumstances related by Ruth Paine, as it has 

also ignored other anomalies, discussed next. 

Contents of the Note we share the view that the note "appeawed to be the 

“work of a man expecting to be killed, or imprisoned, or to disappear" (Warren 

Report, page 184). But the contents are not entirely consistent with Marina 

Oswald's story that the note was written on the occasion of an attempt by 

Oswald to murder General Walker. 

The second paragraph of the note reads, 



Send the information as to what has happened to me 

to the Embassy and include newspaper clippings 

(should there be anything about me in the 

‘I believe that the Embassy will 

come quickly to your assistance on learning 

everything. 

newspapers). 

(Warren Report, page 184) 

Clearly, Oswald assumed that Marina Oswald would know what had happened 

to him even if there were no newspaper stories in which he was named. That 

suggests that Marina Oswald was not, as she claims, ignorant of what it was that 

"Oswald int 

as worded 

take might 

“be somewha 

every reas 

produce he 

w-gince Ger 

and civil 
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Luunless | 
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(undoubted 

communicat 

everything." 
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ended to do when he wrote the lotter of instructions. Tha paragraph 

indicates also that Oswald foresaw that the action he was about to 

or might ‘not result in newspaper publicity. That, too, appears to 

tb inconsistent with an attompt tc shoot General Walker. Thera was 

on to believe that such an attempt, whether or not it succeeded, would 

adlines in Dallas and nationwide publicity——as was the case in reality 

meral Walker was hewswort thy, if not notorious, in the national political 

rights arena. In any event, newspaper stories reporting an attempt ‘on 

ife by an unknown | sniper would have left Marina Oswald in the dark 

he knew in. advance that Oswald planned to commit the crime. 

lly, this paragraph suggests that Oswald assumed that "the Embassy" 

lly the Soviet mubassy, with which he and Marina Oswald were in regular 

Lon) would come quickly to Marina Oswald's rescue ‘ton Learning 

If he wrote that planning to shoot General Walker, he was naive. 

ikely that the Soviet Embassy would willingly becomes Anvolved in whet 

ait would regard officially | as 5 the murder of one private individual by another, 

.. knowing v 

- giving ai 

to expect 

the whole 

d and comfort to. ‘Oswald or his wife. 

ery well the political implications and risks which might flow from 

Oswald was sophisticated enough 

that the Soviet Embassy. would be at pains to disassociate itself from 

affair. 



. Yo suggest that Oswald wrote the umiated letter in relation to a project 
‘. other than the attack on Walker, one also involving the risk of arrost or 
death, and that Marina was ‘privy to his plense _ The key secns to lic in the 
clear sucgestion in the letter that if Oswald was. not arrested or killed he 

"would disappear r—indeed, the tone surrests that he would disappear ous of the country. 
- * Such a prospect is completely inconsistent with an attempt on Walkers . 
Tee es east Warren Commission has failod to recomnize that the letter is irr rroconcilsble 
yeh Marina Osvalda's story. It appears that Marina has duped. the Conmission 
“with a nico piece of improvisation in order to conceal the real circumstances 

in 

“in which the undated letter was written and her con cuplicity in whatever pian | 
Oswald’ thon intended to “carry outs 

“Marina's Testimony ~~ 

cee Varina, revealed for the first time that Oswald had taken a shot at General 
. talker during an P32 interview on Decenber 3, 1963, about a week after the 
_Jaunich newspaper had Gone to press with a siniler story. According to the 

Warren. Repart, the newspaper story was. "fabricated by an editor of the news- 
: “and Was 2 work of pure fiction (page 662). Was it only 2 coincidence 

“ that within & week that fabrication proved to be true, in part at least? 
“Is, it. possible, on the other hand, that « source as yet unknown used existing 
shannels of communica tion both to plant a- story in a Munich paper and te inspire 
Harina's explanation? * "The Commission kas not taken notice of the peculiar 
sequence of "revelations" fron seemingly unconnected sources. 

The Nalker Billet - 

ig We have not yet achieved that state of £ perfection ¢ dese eribed by Orwell in 
his. novel 198 190) in which back issues of nowspapors are alte ere dt bo rovise history 

; 

nt 
L 

according to contemporary imperatives. It is reassuring to find that the 
Sew York| Times of fpril’12, 1963 still describes the Walker bullet as a 39.06, 
exactly as it did on the day of publication. it must be noted with regrot thet. 

‘the Warren Report and the relova ant documents in the Usarings and ‘Exhibits volunes 
contain no ‘reforence to the press reports ‘at the “bine of the Walker 4 neidont : 

“which identified the bullet as a 30. 06. They were surely avare of spose 
‘newspaper~ stories. " The policy cy of silenes with respect to this, salient fact - 
does’ not | destroy the fact——it nerely compounds scepticism about the wh OL ic . 
Walker affair’ as ‘Anterpr eted a by the Report. ; 

Ae 



The Walker Bullet 

We ane approaching, but have not yet achieved, the state of perfection 

described |by George Orwell in his novel 198) in which back issues of newspapers 

are alterrd to revise history according to contemporary imperatives. consequently, 

the Dallas Morning News of April 11, 1963 still carries a page one story by 

Eddie. Hughes stating that the bullet that crashed through the rear window and 

into. the wall of the Walker house was ‘identified as a 30.06," and citing other 

police findings on the authority of Detective Ira Van Cleave. The April 12th 

issue carries the same statement—-that the bullet was identified as a 30.06 

-=—on page)5. The New York Times of April 12, 1963 still describes the Walker 

pullet as) a 30.06, exactly as it did on the day of publication. . 

. However, the Warren Report and the Hearings and Exhibits contain no 

reference to those press reports or to the contemporaneous identification of 

the Walker bullet as a 30.06. Surely the Coumission and its investigating 

agencies were professional enough to check the original newspaper stories about 

the Walker shooting and must have been aware that the bullet was described as 

a 30.06 by the Dallas Police. _. The more so, when Katherine Ford testified. 

on March 13, 1964, that 

varina was saying that Lee had laughed about the 

attempt to kill General Walker, that he said that 

they were even too stupid to find out what gun was 

- uged to kill him because it was written up a 

different type of gun was. used other than the one 

really used by Lee...Lee had commented on that 

they were not even smart enough to identify the 

gon by a bullet...J think right after that it was 

in the papers that a different type of gun was used, 

and to shoot the President was different again, 

there were supposedly two guns, you see, 50 maybe 

that is why he (McKenzie, Marina Oswald's Lawyer) 

advised her (to say) that he had only one gun. — 

(2H 322) 

Jt does not require great perspicacity +o wonder if the Lawyer did not also prompt 

Marina Oswald to "remember" and repeat to a witness to be called before the 

Comission a story that appears to explain the discrepancy between a 30.06 bullet 

anda 6,5 rifle. Even if the Commission in its wisdom chose to. believe that . 

‘the police were "too stupid" to identify the bullet correctly, it was a duty 

to at least report the original 30.06 identification and to explain why they 

had nevertheless concluded that the bullet actually came from the. Carcano. , 

- Phe omission of crucial historical fact in 196 is not far, in chronological or _ 

moral terms, from the 1984 of which Orwell has warned us . ; 
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13 Telephone Mumber _ 

This curious fact emerges because the Commission deals with the 

tion that Oswald and Walker may have had some hidden rolationship, 

indicated by the notation in Oswald's notebook. 

"on Juns 

) on the 

owned 6: 

Robert Surrey, General Walker's aidz, testified before the Warren Commi 

9, 196k about various natters including the shot fired at the Ceneral 

? Dre Ruth Jackson, 

Jenner Does she have a “dog that. is sonetines obstreperous ; 
does a lot of barking? 

‘Surrey Yes; she doesee. Anyone approaching the house, penorally 
her house or General Walker's house,’ would be barked at, in the 

_ middle of th 2 > night noises. 

Report devotes pages 183 to 187 to the Walker affair. It is not until 

By however, that we learn that Osvald's notebook contained not only nota~ 

plating to FEI acent Hosty but also General Walker's name and telephone 

Commission nevertheless finds that "there was no evidence that tho two The 

knew each other" and that Oswald probably made the notations when ho wes planning 

to shoot Walker. General Walker, the Comission points out, testified that he 

never heard of Oswald before November 22nd. 

. Byt General Walker was not told that his name and number were found in 

Oswald's notebook, nor asked to coment on that specific circumstance, when he 

gave his testimony. if he did know Oswald, Walker would not necessarily have 

had an irrestible desire to admit it. On the other hand, he or his aides _ 

might have been able to sugs gest a reason for the notations in Oswald's. nobebock 

had they been asked to do so, They were not asked. 

: The Commission's speculation that Oswald made the notations when he was 

- plenning to shoot Walker doesn't really overwhelm one with logic, It is within 

the confines of possibility that Oswald telephoned him to be certain that he was 

at home before making the. long trip by busesedut that is a bit far-fetched. 

Other explanations are easily imagined, but they do not have the virtue of 

: being co nsistent with the Comission! s basic conclusions. The entries in 

Oswald's notebook, like so many other loose ends in the case, mst be added to 

the list of puzzles as yet unsolved. 

‘The tot Next Door 

ssion - 

night of April Wth. Surrey was asked about a house next to Walker's 3



Jenner And you have approached General Walker's house, I 
assume, at nicht, have you? 

Surrey Xes. 

Jenner If the dog is out in Dr. Jackson's yard, the dog is 

alerted and barks? 

Surre Not so mich any more. Evidently he knows who I an nowe 

Jemor I See. Bat before the dog became familiar with you, 
he did bark? 

Surrey Yes, Sireececs 

Jomer Do you recall whether or not at or about the time of the 
attempt on General Walker's life that dog became or was ill. 

ar Surrey Yes; it was. This was reported to me. I do not know of 
firsthand knowledce,. 

Jemner If would prefer not to have your hearsaye You have no. 
knowledce firsthand, however? 

Surrey Nos; I do not. 

Jenner Unless, Mr. Chairman, you desire to pursue the hearsay--~ 
eliedeneuntnintn 2 e 

The Chairman (Justice Warren) No, no. 
(SH 133) 

Those whe recover from the shook of this sudden legalistic scrupulous: oss might 

take the time to count up instances in which hearsay evidence was warmly wolcomed, 

if not solicited, during the examination of witnesses, The exercise niacin 

strengthens the impression that the Varren Commission shied away frou pursuing 

relevant and even crucial information offered on a plattor, with a lack of | 

curlosity that would be Shartling in a civilian, to say nothing of a stellar 

group of Pact-Linders. Despite the urwillingness of the Commission to roceive 

more information about the infirmity of the dog next door, some details emerre 

from an|FBI report of June 19, 196), of an interview with the dog's nistrass, 

“irs. Douve. . According to the FBI report, 

She advised her dog “Toby” became very sick on April D1 and 12, 
1953. She stated she was of the opinion someone had given ida 
sonct! ving to quict.him or drug him or noiseon him, becae @ bo did 
become sick and vomited extensively on April 11 and 12, 1963...she 
based her belief that the dog had been given something because of 
the shooting incident and the dog's habit of bark cing at aryone 
or anything in the alley areasssthis was only opinion on her part. 

(CE 1953 page 22) 

Did Oswald poison Toby, in addition to his other crimes, or is ib more likely 

that someone foniliar with the Walker household and its environs——someone Like | 

the ex-gide whom Walker suspécted and had investigated by private detectives 

—~silenced the dog? Or was it only another in the devastahing series of 



"coincidences" that plague tho Oswald case, to a degree that is increasing 

unnatural? Unmnetural, not for their mmbers alone, but for the persistence 

with which these "coincidences" seem to coint away from Oswald and toward sone 

unknown) agent or aronts of the crimes with which he is charged, and for the 

regularity with which they aro dismissed and discounted by the Verren Commission. 

Toby, poor dog, did not rate a mention in the Report. He morits more 

‘attention than ho received in any disinterested evaluation of the valker 

affair. 

The Boy! Next Door 

Walter Kirk Coleman, a teen-aged boy who lives next door to Gencral Walker,: 

saw two men leave the scene by car after the shot was fired. ile was not asked 

to tostify before the Warren Commission. . General Walker tostified that his 

own attempts to question the boy had been frustrated because the boy had been | 

silenced. lic had been told not to talk, by unspecified officials who 

investipated the Walker affair. 

Varren Commission heard of Walker's charge that the boy had been 

“told not to talk. There is no indication that the Commission paid the 

slichtest ettention or took any step to find out why Coleman had been fiven 

such instructions or what he had to saye | 

There the matter rests. 

Marina Tidies Up. 

Urs Katherine Ford, a close friend of Marina Oswald auring the months 

-after the assassination, testified before the Warren Commission on March 13, 1963. 

She was| questioned about her knowledge ef the Walker incident, and said, 

eeethc only thine I -remember about Marina was saying thet Lec 
had laughed about the attempt to kill General Walker, that he 
snid. that they were even too stupid to find out what gun was 
used to kill him because it war written up a different type oj! 
‘gun was used other than the one really used by Lee. 

Representative Ford Marina said that? 

Mrs, Ford That is right. Lee had commented on that they were 
not even snart enough to identify the mm by a bullet. (2H 322) 

This is a doubly interesting revelation. First, it demonstrates that the bullet 

- was indeed identified at the time of the Walker shooting as something other than. 

one that could have come from the 6.5 Carcano and-that if the Comission did not 



know that already, there Was no excuse for failing to establish the facts after 

henrine Mrs. Ford, The Commission nevertheless maintains that tho Valker 

bullet was too mangled to be identified when it was rocovered and protends that 
it wags not identified to the press as coming fron a 30,06 rifle. 

uhese remarks some time after she first revealed that Oswald was implicated in 
the Walker shooting, as though to dispose of the very eriticisn and scepticisn 
genorated by the oripinal identification of the bullet, The other wenkne 

_in Marina's story, end her fancifil account of Oswald's allered plen to shoot 

soc3 

_Richerd Mixon (althourh he did not enter Nixon's telephone mmber in his 

notebook) which even the Warren Commission cowld not swallow, cortainly 

justify such an interpretation of Marina's remarks to Urs. Ford, 

Hrs, Ford had more fascinating information for the Commission. She - 

described a meeting which she and Marina attended in the office of tir, McKenzie, 
Karina's attorney at one period. 

Representstive Ford This meeting with Hr. Mesonaile, when Vlerina 
and you were discussing mattors-= 

irs. Ford That was about General Walker..ehe advised hor 7 
will ask you if there were two guns, you tell them there ws one 
gun that was used," he told her. 

Reprcsentative Ford One gun used where? 
a, “ord For Walker, I mean the same one they had at the 

‘ (2H 321) 

Ers. Ford's husband, Declan Ford, confirmed the incident in his testimor ’ 3 2 : 

before the Commission, also on March 13, 196). 

Ficbeler Do you remember anything else about the Walker incident 
tbat you and your wife may have talked about? 

4 

a 

ord Yess we have discussed it sone after, I telieve, warina can 
O stay with us, and I emressed the doubt that Lee. Osveld was 
the one who tock a shot at Walker, 

Iieboler Did you have any basis for expressing that doubt? 

Ford The only basis for it was that there was a story in one of 
tic newspapers that they could not identify the bullet taken ont 
of the wood in Walker's home as having come from a gun that Lee 
Oswald owned. ae 

Liebeler Mr. Ford, were you at any time present in Mr. lMeKenszie 
orifice, William NeKenzie, when there was a discussion with Marina 
Oswald concerning guns and the zun that was used to cr presunebly 
used to attack “alker and the men that was subsequently presumably 
used to attack the Presidents..Jid you hear NckKenzie at anytime 
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advise Marina if she were asved about these guns she should 

soy there was only one con? 

Ford J think I did hear hin sg that once or somothing to 

trav offectes.but Tdon't think it was any discussion about 

the gun used in shooting Coneral ValkereeeAg nearly as Ican 
: 

renomber it, the whole discussion was, he was teliineg her, he 

had asked her if there was. a4 wtirine else but this one rifle 

and she said no, and ho saic, Mbe sure you alvayB say that there 

was juat this onc man, but ft thourht ho was referring to the 

gun used only in the case of the agsassinationsest just had the 

impression they wore talidns stout the possibility that more 

than one gun was used in the at sassinationese 

a 
(2H 332, 336-337) 

Apprais nL 

‘The evidence suggests that tro mon sormitted the attack on Welton with a 

30,06 riifics that Varina was inspired by some agency to improvise hur story 

that Oswald tried to shoot Walker, to increaso the erodibility of his guilt 

“in the assassination and to conceal the actual circumstances, to ich she was 

& party; in which the undated letter wan written and that the Warren Cornission 

disregarded imerous indications that Omrald was not responsible for the: Jalker 

‘atback) and concluded that he was guilty without adequate investication or 

‘eritic hl ovaluation of the evidence. 


